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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the past, strategic investments in our nation’s
transportation infrastructure—the railroads in the 19th cen-

tury, the interstates in the 20th—turbocharged growth and transformed the

country. But more recently, America’s transportation infrastructure has not

kept pace with the growth and evolution of its economy. At the precise time

when the nation desperately needs to prioritize its limited investments and

resources, the federal transportation program has lost focus.

The time is long past due for a national transportation
vision that recognizes America’s economic challenges and
opportunities and where those challenges and opportuni-
ties are located. Specifically, the top 100 metropolitan
areas together take up only 12 percent of the land in the
United States, but account for 65 percent of our popula-
tion, 68 percent of jobs and 75 percent of the nation’s eco-
nomic output. This is in part due to their high
concentrations of the nation’s key economic assets, such
as infrastructure. Here, these largest metro areas handle
72 percent of the nation’s seaport tonnage, 92 percent of
air passengers, and 93 percent of rail travelers. In short,
metro areas are the economic engines of the U.S., drawn
by the clustering of people, the movement of goods, and
the agglomeration of economic activity. 

If talented people, quality jobs, innovative firms,
advanced universities, planes, trains, and automobiles
make the world go round—then metropolitan areas are the
axis. They need a strong, deliberate and strategic federal
partner (working closely with states and the private sec-
tor) to do what is necessary to keep America competitive
and sustainable.

In other words, our nation needs a new federal trans-
portation program that keeps pace with today’s economic,
social, and environmental landscape and helps the U.S.
prosper. Yet, the nation’s transportation program falls
short of this vision.

This report provides a framework for understanding the
myriad policy problems that undergird the federal trans-
portation program today and how those structural issues
hamper the ways federal, state, and local leaders work
together to meet our nation’s most critical transportation
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challenges. A Bridge to Somewhere: Rethinking
American Transportation for the 21st Century then
offers the kinds of reforms needed to unleash the eco-
nomic potential of metropolitan areas and, by extension,
the rest of the nation.

AMERICA’S CHALLENGE

F
ortunately, interest in improving national trans-
portation policy could not come at a better time.
The massive demographic, economic, and social

changes underway today present the nation with a com-
plex and, at times, conflicting set of transportation chal-
lenges that continue to plague the largest metropolitan
areas.
■ A collective “infrastructure epiphany” has arisen

about the need to reinvest in America’s aging and
outdated transportation network. Only one-third of
roads in urban areas are in good condition, transit sys-
tems are aging, and tens of thousands of bridges are
structurally deficient.

■ The movement of people within and between metro-
politan areas has become challenging due to ever-
present traffic congestion and unconnected modes.
About half of Americans do not have access to a range
of travel options to avoid these delays.

■ The interstate and intermodal movement of goods is
projected to get more difficult. Due to the changing
nature of the American economy, congestion in and
around the nation’s metropolitan ports and other
freight corridors is consistently worse than the overall
transportation network.

■ There is growing concern about a “perfect storm” of
environmental and energy sustainability, and the role
transportation plays. The continued growth in driving
is projected to cancel out both the benefits from vehicle
efficiency and fuel alternatives. At
the same time, the U.S. is still
overly dependent upon petroleum-
based fuel imported from unstable
nations.

■ Finally, a large portion of the
American workforce is concerned
about the size of household
spending on transportation-
related items—such as gasoline.
Transportation is now the second largest expense for
most American households, consuming on average 
20 cents out of every dollar. Only shelter eats up a
larger chunk of expenditures, with food a distant third.

BLUEPRINT FOR AMERICAN PROSPERITY: A BRIDGE TO SOMEWHERE 5
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THE LIMITATIONS OF EXISTING FEDERAL
POLICY

T
he conversations about these critical challenges
are taking place in a fiscally-constrained environ-
ment that should be the motivating factor and

opportunity for real reform. The question of how to pay
for transportation—both in the short and long term—is
vexing policy makers nationwide. So prevalent is this con-
cern, in fact, it spawned two national commissions, sev-
eral congressional hearings, and a sustained drumbeat
for more funding.

The problem is that while there is a pervasive desire to
invest, a growing mountain of evidence and analysis shows
that the real challenges facing the network are far more
fundamental. In short, the current slate of federal poli-
cies—and the lack of clear policy in specific areas—appear
to exacerbate the ability for federal, state, and local lead-
ers, with their private sector partners, to meet our com-
petitive and environmental challenges.

First, for the vast majority
of the program the federal gov-
ernment is absent when it
should be present. The federal
transportation system lacks any
overarching vision, goals, or
guidance. It is no wonder, then,
that the U.S. Government

Accountability Office recently referred to transportation
as a “cash transfer, general purpose grant program.”

Second, as a program with its roots in the 1950’s the
federal surface transportation program is woefully out-
dated. Federal transportation policy has only haltingly rec-
ognized metropolitan areas’ centrality to transportation
outcomes, and continues to favor roads over transit and
other non-motorized alternatives to traditional highway
building.

The third major policy problem is that the lack of a
21st century approach to government means the pro-
gram is underperforming and failing to maximize effi-
ciencies. Formal benefit/cost analyses are not used and
regular evaluations of outcomes are typically not con-
ducted. The tools that are employed today for tracking
federal transportation spending and performance data are
archaic and out of step with today’s needs. 

Without a vision, goals, purpose, or means for targeting,
the U.S. approach to transportation has been to keep
throwing money at the problem. Little attention is being
given to managing the demand for revenues, how existing
funds are spent and for what purpose, or how these
spending decisions affect metropolitan areas.

Taken together, the absent federal leadership in certain
areas means that the broad issues that transcend state
and metropolitan areas go unaddressed; outdated policies
pursued under federal law work against many states and

6 BROOKINGS METROPOLITAN POLICY PROGRAM
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metropolitan areas’ efforts to maintain modern and inte-
grated transportation networks; and underperforming
grantees means the transportation program has little abil-
ity to strongly shape economic competitiveness, environ-
mental quality, and the nation’s quality of life.

A NEW FEDERAL APPROACH

I
f our transportation policy is going to achieve critical
national objectives in an era of fiscal constraints it is
going to need to focus and prioritize.

Yet the national goal should not be a transportation
goal, nor should it be to deliver transportation projects
faster. Transportation is a means to an end, not the end
itself. The nation should settle for nothing less than evi-
dence-based, values-driven decisionmaking. This means
the development of a three-pronged strategy for our
national transportation program:

1. The federal government must LEAD in those areas
where there are clear demands for national uniformity
or else to match the scale or geographic reach of cer-
tain problems. There are several core steps that the fed-
eral government can take here:
■ The U.S. needs to define, design, and embrace a new,

unified, competitive vision for transportation policy—

its purpose, its mission, its overarching rationale. The
focus should be on investing in infrastructure that sup-
ports the competitiveness and environmental sustain-
ability of the nation, rather than on funding individual
states or singular needs.

■ Congress should authorize a permanent, independent
commission—the Strategic Transportation Invest-
ments Commission (STIC)—to prioritize federal
investments.
The Strategic Transportation Investments Commission

would develop a national priority map that would become
the basis of a multi-year federally driven program priori-
tized on a cost-benefit basis taking into account multi-
modal interactions. 

The identification of these important federal invest-
ments should be based on the overarching vision and
goals set above.

The charge of this commission is more limited than that
proposed by the National Surface Transportation Policy
and Revenue Study Commission in 2008. Instead of focus-
ing on all specific investments and projects that use fed-
eral money, the STIC would focus on three specific
program areas of national importance: the preservation
and maintenance of the interstate highway system, the
development of a true national intermodal freight agenda,
and a comprehensive national plan for inter-metro area
passenger travel.

BLUEPRINT FOR AMERICAN PROSPERITY: A BRIDGE TO SOMEWHERE 7
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In this regard, the STIC should evaluate proposals for
expansion of the interstates competitively and federal
funds should be directed to projects where there is a clear
demonstration that they will return value for money, the
same it currently is for transit projects. To ensure the effi-
cient inter-metropolitan movement of people and goods,
the STIC must identify gateways and corridors of national
significance. Prime candidates are the congested ports in
the largest metropolitan areas and those corridors that
connect large places less than 500 miles apart.

These investments would be subject to benefit/cost
analysis and outcome measures that go beyond traditional
metrics like number of passengers or cost effectiveness
and consider energy and environment, access and social
benefits, land use and others.

2. The federal government should EMPOWER states
and metropolitan areas to grow in competitive, inclu-
sive, and sustainable ways. With the federal government
focused on areas of national concern, there are other
aspects of transportation policy where metropolitan areas
should lead.

This means moving to a tripartite division of labor: (a)
the STIC recommending major national transportation
expansions and investments; (b) the states retaining the
primary role on most decisionmaking and in small and
medium sized metropolitan areas; (c) the major metropol-
itan areas are given more direct funding and project selec-
tion authority through a new Metropolitan Empowerment
Program (METRO). The availability of these METRO funds
not only provides financing for vital local projects but also
encourages local officials to get involved in the transporta-
tion decisionmaking for their region.

But the realignment of responsibilities also means the
federal government needs to go beyond funding and give

metro areas the critical tools and flexibilities to lead. For
instance:
■ It needs to embrace market mechanisms and estab-

lish a national policy for metropolitan road pricing 
to allow for better management of the metropolitan
network. 

■ The federal government should also pursue a strat-
egy of “modality neutrality.” Transportation policy
should enable metro areas to meet their goals on eco-
nomic competitiveness, environmental sustainability,
and/or equity by the best means available, rather than
be constrained by rules governing a particular mode
(e.g., highway, transit, bike/pedestrian, air). 

■ Lastly, the federal government needs to assist states
and metropolitan areas in developing truly integrated
transportation, land use, and economic development
plans to serve the projected growth over the next
several decades. Sustainability Challenge Contracts
should be awarded to entice states and metropolitan
areas to devise their own visions for coping with con-
gestion and greenhouse gas emissions across trans-
portation, housing, land use, economic development
and energy policies.

3. The federal government should OPTIMIZE
Washington’s own performance and that of its partners
to maximize metropolitan prosperity. In order to rebuild
the public trust, the rationale for the federal program
should be abundantly clear to the American people and to
which a tangible set of outcomes must be explicitly tied. 

While no simple analytical tool can provide all the
answers, in this era of fiscal austerity the federal govern-
ment should take steps to ensure grantees apply rigorous
benefit/cost analyses to any project that uses federal
funds. High performing federal grantees could be given

8 BROOKINGS METROPOLITAN POLICY PROGRAM
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relief from regulatory and administrative requirements in
order to accelerate project delivery where appropriate. By
the same token, intervention strategies for consistent low
performers should be considered. Recognizing the politi-
cal hurdles in linking funding to outcomes, performance,
and accountability, states should be allowed to opt-out of
the revamped federal transportation program and forgo
their allocation of federal trust fund revenues.

Another idea is to revamp existing formulas so federal
funds are not distributed based on factors that potentially
increase greenhouse gas emissions, on overly simplistic
equity provisions, or on the basis
of earmarking. Yet in order to
commit to an evidence-based
program, a major overhaul is
needed in how the federal gov-
ernment collects, assembles,
and provides data and informa-
tion. We desperately need a sun-
shine law for transportation data to better inform
decisionmaking at the state and metropolitan levels and to
regain the credibility of the public.

A frank and vigorous conversation about transporta-
tion finance should only come after these accountabil-
ity and performance measures are put in place. To meet
the challenges of the future while also ensuring financial
revenues will be available, all options toward re-invigorat-
ing transportation funding should be on the table:

FIRST, to fund the projects of national significance iden-
tified by the STIC the federal government should act as a
guarantor of debt and create a National Infrastructure
Corporation that would sell bonds to private investors who
would take this interest income in the form of credits
against federal income tax liability. SECOND, to empower
states and metropolitan areas the federal fuel tax should
be raised while recognizing the nation should not be teth-
ered long term to the fuel tax for transportation revenues.
THIRD, the federal government should also provide strong
incentives for the adoption of market mechanisms like
congestion pricing, true guidance on the use of public/pri-

The challenge is to take transportation out of its box

in order to ensure the health, vitality, and sustainabil-

ity of our metropolitan areas.

vate partnerships, as well as the expansion of a range of
user fees.

These ideas about finance and revenue sources should
not preclude a comprehensive and inclusive discussion
about transportation—a discussion that includes accounta-
bility, overall intent, and connection to broader goals of
economic growth and personal mobility.

We must recognize that we are on the cusp of a new
wave of transportation policy. The infrastructure chal-
lenge of President Eisenhower's 1950s was to build out our
nation and connect within. For Senator Moynihan and his
colleagues in the 1980s and 1990s it was to modernize the
program and better connect roads, transit, rail, air, and
other modes. Today, the challenge is to take transporta-
tion out of its box in order to ensure the health, vitality,
and sustainability of our metropolitan areas.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the beginning of our republic, transportation and

infrastructure have played a central role in advancing the American econ-

omy—from the canals of upstate New York to the railroads that linked the

heartland to industrial centers and finally the interstate highway system that

ultimately connected all regions of the nation. In each of those periods, there

was a sharp focus on how infrastructure investments could be used as cata-

lysts for economic expansion and evolution.

Other nations around the globe
have continued to act on the calculus
that state-of-the-art transportation
infrastructure—the connective tissue
of a nation—is critical to moving
goods, ideas, and workers quickly
and efficiently.

In the United States, however, we
seem to have forgotten. Lost in a morass of pet project
pork and politics, American transportation policy today is
an unaccountable free for all, geared more to building
bridges to nowhere than maintaining the ones we have,
developing world class transit or unblocking the move-
ment of freight at our sea, rail, and air hubs. Federal trans-
portation expenditures are neither evidence-based nor
outcome-oriented nor performance-measured, leading to
politically-driven, rather than market-strengthening,
investments.

The result: physical neglect, congestion, and environ-
mental degradation now seriously compromise the effi-
ciency of a network crucial to the national interest, with a
price tag of needs conservatively estimated in the hun-
dreds of billions. 

Yet this urgent challenge is not experienced evenly
across the American landscape. Today, in our post-agricul-
tural, postindustrial, innovation-dependent economy, the
roads to prosperity inevitably pass through a few essential
places: our nation’s largest metropolitan areas.

Metropolitan areas are where most Americans live,
work, and produce the majority of the nation’s economic

10 BROOKINGS METROPOLITAN POLICY PROGRAM
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output. The services and revenues
they generate drive state economies.
These places gather and strengthen
the assets that drive American pros-
perity—innovative firms, educated
and skilled workers, institutions of
advanced research, and specialized
legal, technology, and financial
firms—forming the front lines of com-
petitiveness in the global economy.

As a consequence, all roads (and
rails and air traffic) literally lead to
these metropolitan engines, drawn by
their clustering of people, the move-
ment of goods, and the agglomera-
tion of economic activity. The top 100
metros handle 72 percent of the
nation’s seaport tonnage, 79 percent
of air cargo weight, 92 percent of air
passengers, and 93 percent of rail
travelers.

The time is long past due for a
national transportation vision that
recognizes the spatial concentration of
our economic life and responds accordingly. It requires an
extreme makeover, with a fundamentally new approach to
almost every aspect of national policy: how we allocate
funding; how we set priorities; how we apportion responsi-
bilities; how we engage the private sector; how we price
the system; how we connect transportation to other poli-
cies; how we structure the national government; and how
we move from pork-driven politics to empirically grounded
policy.

Fortunately, the time is ripe for such systemic reform.
From genuine concern about the condition and quality of
our existing infrastructure, to difficulties and limited
choices in moving people and goods, to major national
problems like climate change, foreign energy dependence,
and strained household budgets, there is growing recogni-
tion that left unchecked these challenges threaten not
only the quality of life in our country but also the compet-
itiveness of our nation.

Today’s fiscally-constrained environment must also be
recognized and should be the motivating factor for real

reform. In this regard, one thing is abundantly clear: If
national transportation policy is going to achieve critical
national objectives (e.g., advancing competitiveness, pro-
moting sustainability, enhancing security) it is going to
need to focus unwaveringly upon them and prioritize
accordingly.

This report is organized as follows:
This first section provides a brief introduction. The sec-

ond section sets the demographic, economic, and social
context for the discussion about transportation today.
Section three frames the major problems driving wide-
spread demand for reform. The fourth section connects
conversations about the U.S. economy and transportation
with the health of metropolitan areas. The fifth section
highlights current flaws in federal transportation policy.
And the final section presents a framework and discrete
action steps for a pro-metropolitan policy agenda that
advances American economic productivity, promotes envi-
ronmental sustainability, and improves the assets and
opportunities of families and workers.

BLUEPRINT FOR AMERICAN PROSPERITY: A BRIDGE TO SOMEWHERE 11
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Unlike peer countries in Western Europe and parts of
Asia, the U.S. is continuing to grow by leaps and bounds.
The nation surpassed 300 million in population in October

2006 and is projected to gain
another 120 million people by 2050.
Only China and India will experience
this level of growth.

An enormous wave of immigration
will continue in part to fuel this
increase in population. Currently,
more than 12 percent of our resi-
dents—some 35 million people—were

born outside the United States, the highest share since
1920. About nine in 10 of these foreign-born residents live
in the top 100 metropolitan areas. Two-thirds live in just
the top 25.1 

This immigration offsets another major demographic
trend. The aging of the baby boom generation will make
pre-seniors this decade’s fastest growing age group,
expanding an amazing 50 percent in size from 2000 to
2010 with a “senior tsunami” predicted to arrive soon
thereafter.2

Partly as a result of these shifts, the average U.S.
household size has fallen by nearly one full person—from
3.5 in 1950 to 2.6 today and projected to drop below 2.5 by
2020.3 Nationally, the traditional married-coupled house-
holds with children declined from 43.0 percent in 1950 to
just 23.1 percent today. Since 1980, the largest percent-
point increase in terms of family type was in so-called
“non-families”—that is, households maintained by one per-
son living alone or with non-relatives only.

II. THE CONTEXT FOR
THE DISCUSSION 

Interest in reforming national transportation 
policy could not come at a better time. The United States is currently

undergoing a transformation of dramatic scale and complexity comparable to

what it experienced at the beginning of the last century—another period

characterized by the radical reshaping of the American landscape.

12 BROOKINGS METROPOLITAN POLICY PROGRAM
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The pace of population growth and
demographic change in our country
is matched by the intensity of its eco-
nomic transformation.

Evidence abounds pointing to
rapid changes in a more intercon-
nected global economy—U.S. imports
tripled during the 1990s and exports doubled. The share of
the nation’s economy attributable to international trade
continues to rise and is now about one-third of GDP, up
from 11 percent in 1970.4 Major American corporations like
General Electric, Ford Motor Co., and Hewlett Packard real-
ize at least one-third of their sales, and hold more than
half their assets, in foreign countries.5

In addition, technological innovation has shrunk the
world, exponentially reducing the costs and increasing the
speed of sending goods and information. For example, an
enormous container ship can be loaded with only a frac-
tion of the labor and time needed to handle a small con-
ventional ship 50 years ago.6 Parallel advances in logistics
have produced ever-longer supply chains, and have made
it possible for Shanghai, Shenzhen (China), and Busan
(Korea) to rank among the largest ports in the world.
Economists estimate that improvements such as these
have reduced the cost of moving manufactured goods by
an estimated 90 percent in real terms over the course of
the twentieth century. They conclude that transportation
costs–at least for goods–”should play an increasingly irrel-
evant role in the metropolitan economy.”7

What is clear is that, together, these demographic and
economic changes have three major spatial effects on
the national, inter-regional, and intra-metropolitan land-
scape.

1. First, rather than dispersing randomly across
the globe, all this demographic and economic
activity is shifting and re-aggregating in major
metropolitan areas, both domestically and inter-
nationally. 
At the global level, the best evidence for the continued
importance of metropolitan areas lies in a simple fact: In
2006, for the first time ever, more than half the world’s
population lived in urban areas. But even more so than
population, global economic output concentrates in major
metropolitan areas. The top 30 worldwide—including
Tokyo, New York, London, and Boston—generated roughly
$10 trillion in GDP in 2005, equivalent to about one-sixth
of global output, despite containing just one-twenty-fifth
of the world’s inhabitants.8

The American economy is characterized by significant
geographic clustering, too. 

The top 100 metropolitan areas alone claim only 12 per-
cent of our land mass but harbor more than 65 percent of
our population, 74 percent of our most educated citizens,
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77 percent of our knowledge economy jobs, and 84 per-
cent of our most recent immigrants.9

At the root of these agglomerations is the evolution of
the American economy into a series of clusters—networks
of firms that engage in the production of similar and
related products services. And firms within these clusters
crave proximity—to pools of qualified workers, to special-
ized legal and financial services that often require face-to-
face interaction, to infrastructure that enables the
mobility of people and goods, and to other firms so that
ideas and innovations can be rapidly shared. Density (the
essence of urban and metropolitan places) matters even
more in the knowledge economy than it did in the indus-
trial economy.

As a result of these assets and agglomerations, the 100
largest metro areas generate 75 percent of the nation’s
gross domestic product, reinforcing their critical role as
engines of the U.S. and global economy .

Metropolitan areas also represent the geographic real-
ity of how our labor and housing markets are organized.

Metropolitan areas are labor markets, in that the vast
majority of people who live within a given metropolitan
area also work there. In 2000, 92 percent of workers living

in the nation’s 100 largest metropoli-
tan areas commuted to jobs within
their own metropolitan area. Yet com-
muters frequently cross municipal and
county borders within metropolitan
areas on their way to work. Roughly 30
percent of workers in major metropoli-
tan areas commute to jobs outside

their county of residence, a share that has steadily
increased over time.10

Metropolitan areas are also housing markets, in that
when households move, they tend to stay within their
home market. In the 100 largest metropolitan areas, about
70 percent of households who move within a given year
select a residence elsewhere in the same metropolitan
area.11

2. The second spatial effect of the changing
demographic and economic landscape is the
increasing primacy of certain ports of entry and
key corridors that link major metropolitan areas
to each other and the rest of the nation.
The oft-noted effect of the nation’s economic transforma-
tion is the increase in freight and goods coming in and out
of the nation’s ports and the trucks and trains distributing
those goods throughout the country. For example, in 2005
there were 1.9 million tractor trailer trucks in the U.S., up
from 1.7 million in 2001—a 13 percent increase.12 One factor
explaining the increase in trucks is that the volume from
container ships continues to grow a rapid clip and is
expected to increase by 186 percent over the next 20
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years.13 This intermodal traffic is also predicted to double
the amount of freight traffic hauled by train.14

These gateways and corridors mean a new regional
hierarchy has emerged in the form of vast, newly recog-
nized “super regions” that combine two or more metropol-
itan areas into a single huge urban system. Megapolitan
areas refer to those metros that have “fused together”
due to their outward expansion and reflect the fact that
every day about 3.4 million people commute more than 50
miles or more to get to work.15 Examples include those
places like the Washington/Baltimore or San Francisco/
Sacramento areas that share commuting and housing
sheds. Megaregions are the larger cousins of megapolitan
areas and generally refer to large networks of two or more
metropolitan areas that share large scale environmental,
cultural, and functional characteristics.16

3. The third spatial effect is that the dynamic
forces restructuring the American economy are
revaluing the assets of the cities and urban
cores within metropolitan areas. 
The increased mobility—both domestically and internation-
ally—of firms means that the success of cities increasingly
rests on their role as centers of consumption.17 Likewise,
increased incomes and education levels have increased
the demand for these urban amenities, and together with
reductions in nuisances like crime have fueled the resur-
gence of city populations.18

However, America’s metropolitan areas have also
become exceedingly complex.

Suburbs are no longer just bedroom communities for
workers commuting to traditional downtowns. Rather, they
are now strong employment centers serving a variety of

functions in their regional economies. An investigation
into the location of jobs in the nation’s largest metropoli-
tan areas finds that over half are located more than 10
miles outside of downtowns. Only about one in six metro-
politan jobs is located near the metropolitan core, within 3
miles of the downtown.19

Without a doubt some of this suburban growth is hap-
pening in city-like settings.20 Yet a significant share of eco-
nomic growth in metropolitan areas is also occurring in
low density, non-compact forms. The American economy
has largely become an “exit ramp economy,” with office,
commercial, and retail facilities increasingly located along
suburban freeways.21

Poverty, once overwhelmingly concentrated in cities,
has likewise drifted into the suburbs. In 2005, for the first
time in American history, more of America’s poor live in
large metropolitan suburbs than live in big cities.22

Alarmingly, and in bleak contrast to their decline in big
cities, the number of neighborhoods of high poverty in
many older inner ring suburbs is actually increasing.23

These spatial patterns are changing the nation in
many important ways and have enormous implications
for transportation. However, these effects are extraordi-
narily complex and broad agreement does not exist with
respect to the nature of the relationship. For one thing,
there is an obvious nexus between demographic trends
(such as household formation) and economic growth and
transportation, but causality is unclear. Nevertheless,
the relationships are undeniable. In setting the stage for
future discussions of federal transportation, decision-
makers must keep in mind these important changes in
shaping the physical landscape and economic destiny of
this nation.
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III. SEVERAL FACTORS
ARE DRIVING THE
WIDESPREAD DEMAND
FOR REFORM 

Against this backdrop, several forces present the nation with a

complex and, at times, conflicting set of transportation challenges that con-

tinue to plague the largest metropolitan areas, and are driving increasing

demand for reform, especially at the federal level. 

1. A COLLECTIVE “INFRASTRUCTURE
EPIPHANY” HAS ARISEN ABOUT THE NEED
TO REINVEST IN AMERICA’S AGING AND OUT-
DATED TRANSPORTATION NETWORK

T
here is genuine urgency and concern over the state
of the nation’s public infrastructure. 

The most basic are concerns about the very reli-
ability and safety of the nation’s transportation infrastruc-
ture following several high-profile breakdowns: the
collapse of the I-35W bridge in Minneapolis in the summer
of 2007, the steam pipe explosion in Manhattan just weeks
before, and the catastrophic levee breakdown in New
Orleans in 2005. These tragedies each arose from a differ-
ent set of circumstances, but there is no doubt that they
have had a primary role in thrusting infrastructure into the
national spotlight. The poor state of infrastructure in the
U.S. today is forcing the very real question of what impact
that neglect is having on our nation’s cities, suburbs, and
metropolitan areas.

The condition of U.S. roads, bridges, and rail are
generally declining, especially in urban areas
In its most recent Conditions and Performance report, the
U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) estimates that,
based on vehicles miles traveled, nearly 15 percent of
major U.S. roadways (except rural and local) are in unac-
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ceptable condition. Just over 41.5 percent are in fair con-
dition and only 43.8 percent are considered to be in good
condition. For these roadways, conditions have not
improved much since 1995.

It is also interesting to consider conditions in rural vs.
urban—or metropolitan—areas. In 2002, 58.0 percent of
rural roadway miles were considered to be in good condi-
tion, compared to only 34.1 percent in urban areas.
Moreover, the percent of good quality rural road miles
actually increased since 1995 from 46.3 percent while the
percent in urban areas declined from 35.2 percent. Based
on intensity of use, the discrepancies between rural and
urban are even more pronounced.1

Detailed data from the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA) shows that rural interstates have the highest per-
centage of roadway in good condition at 72.2 percent.
Urbanized interstates come in at 43.8 percent while prin-
cipal arterials in urban areas have the lowest percent of
good quality roads: only 23.8 percent. Rural roads also
showed the greatest improvement since 1995 while those
in urbanized areas continue to deteriorate.2

Much specific attention has also been given to bridge
conditions since the Minneapolis collapse last year.
According to he latest FHWA data, in December 2007 over
72,000 bridges in the U.S. were characterized as “struc-
turally deficient” meaning their condition had deteriorated
to the point that rehabilitation or replacement is
approaching or imminent. This figure represents 12.1 per-
cent of all bridges and, while the percent of deficient
structures declines every year, it does not decline by
much—only 1 percent since 2004. In states such as
Kentucky, Pennsylvania, and South Carolina, there are
more structurally deficient bridges today than in 2000.3

When it comes to transit infrastructure, though
improvements have been made to the nation’s fleet in
recent years, there are still some important deficiencies,
especially related to “hard” infrastructure such as station
platforms and elevated rail lines. According to a presenta-
tion before the National Surface
Transportation Policy and Revenue
Commission, in 2004 the overall con-
dition of our nation’s transit infra-
structure was somewhere between
“adequate” and “good.” Buses—of
which there are nearly 69,000 in the
U.S. today—ranked lowest with an
average score indicating the fleet is
“moderately defective.”4

Additionally, our nation’s rail transit infrastructure is
reaching the end of its useful life. In 2005, 45 percent of
the nation’s subway cars were over 20 years old. Excluding
New York’s extensive system (which recently replaced a
large portion of its fleet) 53.3 percent of rail cars have
been operating for more than two decades. Half of those
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are over 25 years old, which is when the Federal Transit
Administration recommends replacement.5 Significant
progress has been made in terms of the nation’s transit
communications and revenue collection systems. More
than three-quarters of these systems were in excellent or
good condition in 2004. Unfortunately, the number of rail
stations in the same condition has dropped considerably in
recent years from 61 percent in 1995 to 35 percent in
2004. The number of substandard or poor stations dou-
bled in that time.6

The condition of our nation’s rail network—for both pas-
sengers and freight—are more difficult to assess. A 2007
Government Accountability Office (GAO) report report
found that since the railroad infrastructure is almost com-
pletely privately owed, little information is publicly avail-

able.7 The private railroad companies consider this infor-
mation proprietary and share it with the federal govern-
ment selectively. For infrastructure owned by the nation’s
national passenger rail service—Amtrak—it appears some
progress is being made but still is woefully inadequate. A
2008 performance assessment by the U.S. Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) found that while the con-
dition of Amtrak-owned equipment has improved five-fold
since 2002, it is still falling well short of expectations.8

The U.S. transportation network is obsolete, no
longer reflecting today’s travel patterns nor fully
embracing technological advancements
In addition to its condition, the very design of our trans-
portation infrastructure is becoming obsolete. Most cities
and older communities have inherited a road and transit
infrastructure that may fit commuting patterns of the
1950s (when cities still acted as regional hubs) but are of
little utility today. The current pattern of infrastructure
undermines metropolitan economies.

The table above shows that the overwhelming majority
of system mileage built in this county in recent years came
in the form of public roads. The nation constructed 131,723
miles of additional roadways—enough to circle the globe
more than five times—in the past twenty years. Two of
those planetary revolutions have come since just 2000.
Since they started with a very low base, in percent terms
the growth in intrametropolitan rail clearly dominates.
Light and commuter rail mileage has more than doubled,
reflecting the policy shift to those modes and away from
heavy rail which has grown only slightly in recent years.
The only declines came in the form of freight and inter-
metropolitan passenger rail. Fully one-third of the freight
rail mileage has disappeared since 1985.

Although nearly half of work commutes still originate
from, or terminate in, center cities, 40.8 percent of work
trips are entirely suburban.10 Many older rail transit sys-
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The overwhelming majority of system mileage built in this county in recent years came in the form of public roads.9

Change
1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 1985–2005

Highway 3,863,912 3,866,926 3,912,226 3,936,222 3,995,635 131,723

Freight rail 145,764 119,758 108,264 99,250 95,830 -49,934

Navigable channels 26,000 26,000 26,000 26,000 26,000 0

Amtrak 24,000 24,000 24,000 23,000 22,007 -1,993

Commuter rail 3,574 4,132 4,160 5,209 7,118 3,544

Heavy rail 1,293 1,351 1,458 1,558 1,622 329

Light rail 384 483 568 834 1,188 804

Source: National Transportation Statistics, 2007
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The nation is also not updating its transportation infra-
structure with new intelligent transportation systems (ITS)
technologies. These advancements in telecommunica-
tions, computer, and other control devices have proven
low-cost benefits that result in cost and time savings, and
obviate the need for building new infrastructure in many
cases.12 Yet metropolitan deployment of ITS is still lagging.

In 78 of the largest metropolitan areas surveyed by the
FHWA, about three-quarters have pursued some technolo-
gies like computer-aided dispatch for emergency vehicles
and/or electronic toll collection systems. But despite the
fact that fully one-quarter of traffic congestion is caused
by incidents such as crashes and vehicle breakdowns, less
than half of freeway miles are covered by relatively inex-
pensive service patrols that can be dispatched to clear
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tems—which still move millions of daily commuters—
capture very little of this market because they were laid
out when the dominant travel pattern was still radial and
before business and commercial development began to
follow the “edgeless” pattern.11 The maps above illustrate
how these hub-and-spoke patterns serve dense metropol-
itan cores with a large supply of suburban workers but
present difficulties in serving other parts of the metropol-
itan area. Plus, because commute trips make up only 
15 percent of all trips, many other routes and options are
being ill-served by these outmoded patterns.

Hub-and-spoke transit patterns have difficulty serving some suburb-to-suburb trips

Source: Geographic Information Systems datasets from individual transit agencies

Boston (MBTA) Chicago (RTA)

Washington (Metro)Philadelphia
(SEPTA)
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ical costs and it hinders access to jobs, recreation, and
time with family members. At the same time, metropolitan
civic and business leaders are leading the drumbeat con-
cerning the economic effects of growing congestion,
mainly due to lost time and productivity.

The most prominent attempt at measuring congestion
comes semi-annually from the Texas Transportation
Institute (TTI). Among other indicators, TTI has developed
a travel time index as a ratio of congested to uncongested
travel. In 1982 the average ratio was 1.09 in metropolitan
America. In other words, traffic added 9 percent to the
average trip. By 2005, that number had risen to 1.26—
essentially a tripling of the amount of congested travel in
just over twenty years. Looking at another measure, the
annual delay per rush hour traveler has grown to 38 hours
from just 14 in 1982. This is especially a problem for trav-
elers in the nation’s very large metropolitan areas which
now average 54 hours of annual congestion per person.16

The effects of congestion are just as pronounced. The
average American in metropolitan areas wastes 26 gallons
of fuel each year due to congestion. This may not seem
like much, but aggregated it means nearly 2.9 billion 
gallons each year is wasted–nearly one-fifth of the total
equivalent of oil imported from the Persian Gulf last year.17

Factoring in this wasted fuel, metropolitan congestion is
now costing Americans about $78.2 billion each year, an
increase of $20 billion since just 2000.18

Intuitively, we know that increased congestion does
lead to slower, more variable journey times, which does
impact economic efficiency. However, in the U.S. the eco-
nomic implications of congestion are under-studied. Most
of the U.S. research focuses on the benefits of highway
investments, not the costs of congestion. Yet important
analysis does exist and shows that the costs of congestion
have the greatest impact on high-value-added, skilled
labor occupations.19 Additional work has been done in spe-
cific metropolitan areas. One recent study for greater New
York, for example, finds a net loss in regional economic
output of at least $3.2 billion to $4 billion annually due to
congestion. Combined business costs, lost revenues, and
lost productivity mean that there are 37,000 to 52,000
fewer jobs created in that metropolitan area each year.20

There is no shortage of passionate tomes commis-
sioned by business, civic, and corporate leaders about the
problem of congestion. As such, this paper does not
attempt to recreate those arguments. However, one point
is often overlooked perhaps because it appears self-
evident: Traffic congestion is predominantly a metropoli-
tan phenomenon and is especially acute in the very largest
places. Certainly smaller areas jam up in tourist season
and accidents can shut down rural interstates for miles.
But there is no doubt that the most important national
trend regarding congestion is that for every year studied,
and for every measure, the problems of congestion
increase as metropolitan area size increases. 

incidents quickly and get traffic moving again.13 Only about
one-third of those miles are monitored by freeway man-
agement centers that can identify those incidents.14

The state of technology for transit systems is somewhat
better in certain areas as all rail stations have electronic
fare payment capabilities, and 85 percent have automated
locators for their buses. However, only eight percent of
those buses can be electronically monitored in real-time
and less than one percent of bus stops have electronic dis-
plays of traveler information for the public.15

Potholes, rough surfaces, and rusting bridges are the
physical manifestations of a deteriorating system. Most
investigations into the state of U.S. transportation infra-
structure today quickly reveal a network that is crumbling,
obsolete, and outdated.

2. THE MOVEMENT OF PEOPLE WITHIN AND
BETWEEN METROPOLITAN AREAS HAS
BECOME CHALLENGING DUE TO EVER-
PRESENT TRAFFIC CONGESTION AND 
UNCONNECTED MODES

A
t its most basic, transportation is critically impor-
tant to the U.S. economy for its ability to move
people across and between metropolitan areas.

Unfortunately, even this function is under threat due to
ever present traffic congestion, lack of travel choices in
most places, and unconnected modes.

The increase in traffic congestion has brought
severe costs to families and the economy 
as a whole
In recent years, U.S. metropolitan residents have come to
regard traffic congestion as one of the most serious prob-
lems in the nation. The reasons for this are, for the most
part, obvious. Congestion imposes physical and psycholog-
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Looking to the future, the problems of congestion continue to increase as 
metropolitan area size increases.

2002

2035

Source: Brookings analysis of U.S. DOT Freight Analysis Framework, Version 1.0, built with FHWA’s HPMS Data; Version 2.2
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On one level this should not be
surprising as the vast majority of
travel occurs in just a few places in
general relationship to the popula-
tion there. The table to the right
shows that nearly eight out of every
10 vehicle miles traveled occurs in
metropolitan areas. About six in 10
are in just the 100 largest.21

The economic cost of congestion
is also a disproportionate problem
for the nation’s largest places. Just
five of the largest metropolitan areas
(Los Angeles, New York, Chicago, San
Francisco, Dallas) count for one-third
of the total congestion cost. 

Recent research for the FHWA
found that about 60 percent of traf-
fic can be considered “non-recurring”
congestion. That is, the majority of con-
gestion is caused by events like accidents, bad weather,
and construction zones. Only 40 percent is considered
“recurring” congestion at regular times—such as the daily
commute—at relatively predictable locations like bottle-
necks.22 Studies like these are starting to shed some light

onto the conversation about what steps can be taken to
reduce congestion or at least mitigate its rate of increase.
Figuring out the right scope and balance of policy
responses to congestion is critical to the health of metro-
politan America.
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Traffic congestion is primarily a metropolitan phenomenon, 1987-2002

Source: Texas Transportation Institute, for FHWA Performance Plan Congestion/Mobility Measures
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Nearly eight out of every 10 vehicle miles traveled occurs 
in metropolitan areas, 2005

VMT Percent of total

U.S. Total 2,982,131 100.0%

Just Metropolitan Areas 2,365,709 79.3%

Just Micropolitan Areas 349,787 11.7%

Not Metro or Micro 266,635 8.9%

100 Largest Metro Areas 1,777,405 59.6%

50 Largest Metro Areas 1,434,357 48.1%

25 Largest Metro Areas 1,071,907 35.9%

10 Largest Metro Areas 645,927 21.7%

5 Largest Metro Areas 401,323 13.5%

Source: Aggregated from Federal Highway data (in millions of miles)
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At the same time, evidence also supports the benefits
of congestion reduction for economic productivity. One
recent British study found that a 5 percent reduction in
travel time for all business travel could generate around
the equivalent of nearly $5 billion in cost savings.23 In
essence, workers that are not stuck in traffic are, indeed,
working and adding to national productivity.

Workers in certain specialized industries are drawn
from a larger area than lower skilled workers and busi-
nesses are willing to pay more to lure them. This means
that congestion also requires metropolitan employers to
pay their workers higher salaries.24 Put another way, a
2004 study found that congestion reduces the agglomer-
ation effects that accrue to dense urban places by reduc-
ing access to specialized labor and delivery markets.25

Conversely, increasing travel options is likely to increase
the benefits by providing access to a wider range of
employees. Since reducing congestion is likely not possible
on a large scale, the denser and larger metropolitan areas
can benefit instead from providing a range of transporta-
tion options and alternatives.

Most metro areas are beset with limited transit
and overall travel options
Having a range of travel options is thus essential for many
communities, not to reduce traffic congestion in a signifi-
cant way but to maximize the productivity and other ben-
efits of a dense labor and job market.

In 2001, the Surface Transportation Policy Project cre-
ated a Transportation Choice Ratio that examined not just
the traffic congestion present in an area, but also the tran-
sit options available to travelers to avoid it.26 The more
transit options present in a metropolitan area, the study
found, the less the exposure to congested conditions.
However, the provision of transit does not eliminate or

even reduce congestion on a metropolitan scale because
there is no slack in the system and whatever capacity is
freed-up by moving a traveler from roadways to transit is
quickly occupied by someone else.27 Thus, the very real
benefits of transit investments are in providing alterna-
tives to congested travel and supporting agglomeration,
not in reducing that overall congestion.

Unfortunately, in many parts of the U.S. Americans do
not have access to a range of travel options, and substan-
dard transit exists in most places. One way to examine the
nation’s transit investment deficit is to determine which
metropolitan areas have high quality service. It is admit-
tedly a difficult determination, but based on readily avail-
able data we can at least identify which metropolitan
areas have any service.

One source of data to examine this question is the
American Housing Survey which asks residents whether
or not they live in a neighborhood where transit is avail-
able.28 Aggregating the last three years of the survey
responses shows that only 55.2 percent of respondents
reported that transit is available to them.29 Even more dis-
turbing is that only one-third of respondents in newly-con-
structed housing reported that transit was present. Transit
was much more readily available in center cities (81.9 per-
cent) than in suburbs (57.9 percent). 

Also not surprisingly, these figures vary widely across
the nation.30 A much higher percentage of respondents
reported transit availability in the West (72.6 percent) and
Northeast (66.3 percent) than in the Midwest (53.5 per-
cent) and the South where only 39.8 percent reported that
there was transit service present.31

But beyond these survey data empirical data exists
from the National Transit Database (NTD) that lets us
count up the number of transit vehicles and service avail-
able in metropolitan areas throughout the country.32 
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places. About 60 percent of metropolitan areas operate
fleets of 20 buses or more including small metropolitan
areas such as Wenatchee, WA, Rome, GA, and Altoona, PA.
Only two of the 50 largest metropolitan areas—Oklahoma
City and Birmingham—operate less than 100. 

Heavy rail subways exist in only 11 metropolitan areas.
New York, Chicago and Washington capture over 80 per-
cent of all these vehicles and two-thirds of all the subway
stations nationally. Light rail systems, on the other hand,
are about twice as common in terms of the number of
metropolitan areas served, 26; however, only 20 of these
operate more than 8 vehicles. Commuter rail is also gar-

nering attention as a fast-growing
transit mode but these systems exist
in only 14 metropolitan areas and are
heavily concentrated in only four
places: New York, Chicago, Boston,
and Philadelphia.

Based simply on the amount of
transit infrastructure available, 54 of
the 100 largest metropolitan areas do
not have any rail service and also
have a bus volume per capita ratio
lower than the average for the top
100 metropolitan areas. By far, most
of these metropolitan areas—26—are
found in the south. Five are in Florida
alone. Twelve are found in the
Midwest, 10 more in the northeast,
and only 6 are found in the west. 
All told, 90 million Americans live 
in metropolitan areas with substan-
dard transit including a range of 
large places like Indianapolis, and
Orlando;  fast growing places like
Raleigh and Jacksonville; and slow
growing places like Youngstown and
Rochester, NY.34
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Responses to the American Housing Survey transit question 
on transit availability

Access to public transportation

Yes No Not reported

Housing Total occupied units 55.2% 41.8% 3.0%

Owner 47.6% 49.4% 3.0%

Renter 71.2% 25.7% 3.1%

New construction 33.2% 62.1% 4.7%

Moved in past year 59.3% 35.7% 5.0%

Demographic Black 70.5% 27.2% 2.3%

Hispanic 71.7% 26.0% 2.3%

Elderly 52.3% 45.1% 2.6%

Below poverty level 58.0% 38.9% 3.1%

Geographic Central cities 81.9% 15.3% 2.7%

Suburbs 51.9% 44.5% 3.5%

Rural 15.7% 81.9% 2.4%

Northeast 66.3% 30.9% 2.8%

Midwest 53.5% 43.2% 3.3%

South 39.8% 56.9% 3.3%

West 72.6% 25.0% 2.4%

Source: Brookings Analysis of American Housing Survey, 2002–2004

Transit vehicles are concentrated in large metropolitan areas, 2005

Percent Heavy Percent Light Percent Commuter Percent

Buses of Total Rail of Total Rail of Total Rail of Total

U.S. Total 55,167 100.0% 8,931 100.0% 1,235 100.0% 5,272 100.0%

100 Largest Metro Areas 49,960 90.6% 8,931 100.0% 1,235 100.0% 5,272 100.0%

50 Largest Metro Areas 45,260 82.0% 8,931 100.0% 1,233 99.8% 5,254 99.7%

25 Largest Metro Areas 38,521 69.8% 8,931 100.0% 974 78.9% 5,232 99.2%

10 Largest Metro Areas 26,147 47.4% 8,333 93.3% 514 41.6% 4,940 93.7%

5 Largest Metro Areas 19,532 35.4% 7,369 82.5% 228 18.5% 4,214 79.9%

Source: Brookings Analysis of National Transit Database

Based on this exercise, we see that the largest metro-
politan areas clearly dominate. Fully 90 percent of the
nation’s 55,000 transit buses operate in the 100 largest
metropolitan areas. Half serve just 10 metropolitan areas
and more than one-third are in just the four largest: New
York, Los Angeles, Chicago, and Washington, DC.33

Of course, this is intuitive in some respects since there
are more people and (usually) more transit riders in these
areas. But calculating a ratio of buses to population of just
the 50 largest metropolitan areas reveals that the larger
places still have more buses per capita than the smaller
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A healthy national economy depends on healthy metro-
politan economies and mobility for residents is critical to
promoting metropolitan health. Therefore, for our trans-
portation system to continue to provide a competitive
edge improving the movement of people by multiple
means both within and between metropolitan areas should
continue to be an explicit national priority.

There are also limited travel
options between metro areas
Americans are also struggling with
trips between metropolitan areas.
While about nine in 10 long distance
trips (over 50 miles) are taken by per-
sonal cars, most of the nation’s met-
ropolitan and interstate highways will
soon exceed or be at capacity.
Unfortunately this delay is occurring
at the same time capacity in air and
train travel between metropolitan
areas appear to be suffering, as 
well. The figure above shows rapid
declines in the percent of inter-metro
air and rail trips that arrive on time.35

Yet while Amtrak is portrayed as a
national system serving both urban
and rural areas (30 percent of
Amtrak’s stations are in non-metropoli-
tan locations), Amtrak riders are almost entirely metropol-
itan. In 2006, 97 percent of all Amtrak boardings and
alightings took place in metropolitan areas. Over nine out
of every 10 Amtrak trips took place in just the top 100
metro areas and more than half were in just the top 10.
And while the New York metropolitan area dominates with
22 percent of all Amtrak riders, it is by no means just a
New York story. Taking New York out of the calculations,
96.3 percent of all trips are still metropolitan with 44 per-
cent in just the top 10 metro areas.

On-time performance for airlines is decreasing while Amtrak has improved (2002–2007)

Source: Bureau of Transportation Statistics, “On-Time Performance - Flight Delays at a Glance,” 2008; and Office of Management and Budget,
“Detailed Information on the Amtrak Assessment,” 2008. 
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Amtrak passengers are overwhelmingly metropolitan residents

Percent Without 

Ridership of total New York metro

U.S. Total 48,400,970 100.0%

Just Metropolitan Areas 46,930,909 97.0% 96.3%

Just Micropolitan Areas 1,085,365 2.2% 2.7%

Not Metro or Micro 384,696 0.8% 1.0%

100 Largest Metro Areas 44,924,909 92.8% 91.2%

50 Largest Metro Areas 39,332,344 81.3% 77.1%

25 Largest Metro Areas 33,008,152 68.2% 61.2%

10 Largest Metro Areas 26,319,530 54.4% 44.3%

5 Largest Metro Areas 19,431,144 40.1% 26.9%

Source: Brookings Analysis of Amtrak State Fact Sheets, Fiscal Year 2006
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3. THE INTERSTATE AND INTERMODAL 
MOVEMENT OF GOODS IS PROJECTED TO 
GET MORE DIFFICULT

T
he changing nature of the American economy—par-
ticularly increased overseas manufacturing and
“just in time” delivery supply chain operations—

directly impacts America’s infrastructure needs espe-
cially when it comes to the movement of goods by freight.
Metropolitan transportation infrastructure is critical for
advancing American prosperity, and for the nation to
compete we need to be able to move goods, between met-
ropolitan areas by truck, rail, as well as intermodally.

The volume of trucks carrying goods is expected
to add to traffic congestion, while increasing
traffic congestion will further delay freight deliv-
eries, especially from ports to trucks and other
modes
According to the U.S. Bureau of Transportation Statistics
(BTS), 43 million tons of goods valued at about $29 billion
moved nearly 12 billion miles on the nation’s intercon-
nected transportation network each day in 2002. The fig-
ures translate into 300 pounds of daily freight valued at
about $100 transported over 43 miles for each person in
the U.S. Nearly two-thirds of the overall value, half of the
tonnage, and one-third of the miles of the nation’s total
commercial freight are moved by trucks.36

Although trucks only make up about 7 percent of all
vehicle miles traveled in the U.S. in 2005, U.S. DOT statis-
tics show that on about one-fifth of the Interstate network,

truck traffic accounts for more than 30 percent of the
vehicles. This number is expected to grow substantially
over the next 20 years. Those portions of the highway net-
work designated as truck routes are already consistently
more congested than other routes.37

The latest figures from the FHWA show that in 2005
there were 1.9 million tractor trailer trucks in the U.S., up
from 1.7 million in 2001—a 13 percent increase.38 By compar-
ison, there was an equal amount of farm vehicles, about
600,000 school buses, and over 93 million trucks that fall
into the “light” category that includes pickups, vans, and
sport utility vehicles. But while truck VMT is certainly
increasing, it is not rising at a faster rate than cars or
“light” trucks like pickups or SUVs. Even as far back as
1991, miles traveled by heavy trucks has remained rela-
tively constant. However, projections do suggest steady
increases in truck traffic due to the changing nature of the
economy. The FHWA’s freight analysis framework (FAF)
forecasts a 2.5 percent annual increase in truck VMT
through 2035.39 Trucks are projected to carry 82 percent
of the new freight travel by 2020.40

Trucks also matter disproportionately because they are
very sensitive to transportation-related disruptions as
companies have shifted from standard warehousing of
goods to just-in-time manufacturing and delivery - i.e.,
sending smaller, more frequent shipments. These new
logistics strategies mean more and more cargo is being
shipped over short distances. The average length of the
haul of truck freight (485 miles) is the shortest of all the
major modes such as air (973), rail (902), and coastwise
water (1,269).41 In fact, it is estimated that two-thirds of

U.S. truck freight tonnage goes less
than 100 miles.42

This revolution in goods move-
ment has been hugely successful for
the trucking industry and, as a result,
never before has the country’s busi-
ness structure been so dependent on
trucks as an integral part of the pro-
duction line. Therefore, the economic
effects of congestion are especially
acute because it increases the costs
of shipping goods and disrupts pro-
duction schedules. One estimate on
shipper’s inventory found that con-
gestion adds from $4 billion to $7 bil-
lion in costs annually.43 Reducing
trucking costs 2.5 percent in the
Chicago and Philadelphia regions
generated a $980 and $240 million
per year business cost benefit,
respectively.44

One of the only examinations of
the causes of truck congestion is
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Truck routes are consistently more congested than other routes

Percent of roadway sections that are congested

Metropolitan Area All Truck Routes only

Atlanta 63% 75%

Baltimore 45% 52%

Dallas 46% 68%

Detroit 50% 64%

Houston 45% 66%

Los Angeles 76% 87%

Miami 67% 78%

New York 50% 55%

Philadelphia 56% 64%

San Diego 57% 62%

Seattle 26% 27%

St. Louis 25% 32%

Source: Michael Meyer, “Road Congestion Impacts on Freight Movement,” in The Future of
Urban Transportation II, Eno Transportation Foundation, Washington, DC, 2008.
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very helpful in order to understand the policy responses
discussed later in this paper. Measuring annual hours of
truck delay found that half of the delays occur at inter-
changes where major urban highways meet.45 The traffic
at these choke points is caused by geometry of the road-
way and/or weaving and turning
movements of the vehicles within the
interchanges. Another 27 percent of
the delay is caused by steep slopes as
roadways climb or descend steep
grades causing trucks to reduce their
speeds, and 18 percent by signalized
intersections off of the interstates
that are timed so as to cause numer-
ous starts and stops. Only 4 percent
of the delays are caused by capacity
constraints or “lane drops” where lack of roadways reduce
throughput and create traffic queues.46

Trucks are also frequently used to pickup and deliver
freight and other products to and from ports—air, sea and
rail—to large distribution centers, warehouses, and the like.
So the major issue with trucks and congestion is not sim-
ply their experience on the major roadways but how they
intersect intermodally with facilities like sea and air ports.
Indeed, congestion in and around the nation’s ports is
widely recognized as the most critical issue facing the
shipping industry because lengthy delays can eliminate
the cost benefits of intermodal movements of freight.47

Metropolitan areas like Los Angeles, Miami, New York,
San Francisco, Seattle, and Portland, OR have seen some
of the largest increases in traffic congestion in the last 20

years, impeding traffic in and around these key ports. In
1989, a survey of logistics managers found that traffic con-
gestion was not a significant implement to their opera-
tions.48 But a more recent study reveals that 80 percent of
managers consider traffic congestion a serious problem
for their business with 33 percent calling it very serious or
critical.49 In 2005 more than one-third of total trade was
through the 10 largest metros and almost two-thirds in just
the 50 largest.

New bottlenecks have appeared on the road and rail
networks that link ports to inland locations. Inadequate
infrastructure and congestion often results in spillover
traffic onto local roads, worsening the traffic problem.50

Although shippers seem adept at squeezing out more effi-
ciency, these “first mile” connectors pose an especially dif-
ficult challenge.51

These intermodal port connections have often been
called the orphans of the freight transportation system. A
2005 U.S DOT report to Congress found that intermodal
connectors have significant mileage with pavement defi-
ciencies, and suffer from general lack of public agency
awareness and coordination.52 The agency also concluded
that as the constituency that supports augmenting such
connections is small, transportation funds are rarely allo-
cated to such projects from state departments of trans-
portation—given the intense competition for such funds.
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Interchange delays present the biggest slowdown 
for truck traffic

Source: Cambridge Systematics, Inc., “An Initial Assessment of
Freight Bottlenecks on Highways,” Prepared for Federal Highway
Administration in association with Battelle Memorial Institute.
Columbus: 2005.
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Congestion in and around the nation’s ports is widely recognized

as the most critical issue facing the shipping industry because

lengthy delays can eliminate the cost benefits of intermodal

movements of freight.
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Related is a series of challenges facing the U.S. freight
rail system—increases in traffic and shortage of rail capac-
ity—that are resulting in service delays and disruptions. 

According to the American Association of State
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) the
freight rail system carries 28 percent of total ton-miles, 40
percent of intercity ton-miles, and six percent of the
nation’s freight value. They estimate that the freight rail
network eliminates nearly 100 billion truck miles of travel
from American roads and will save tens of billions in high-
way improvements over the next 20 years.53
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But there are major problems with
the freight rail network in the U.S.
The primary problem is the signifi-
cant and growing delays on the sys-
tem which are the direct result of
dramatic increases in traffic, reduc-
tions in the infrastructure necessary
to handle that traffic, and consolida-
tion in the industry which has
resulted in fewer companies to haul
the traffic. The impacts of the capac-
ity crunch are well-known service
related problems on parts of the net-
work. One primary reason for the
capacity crisis on the freight rail net-
work is, of course, increased traffic.
The Congressional Budget Office
reports that freight traffic on U.S.
railroads increased more than 50
percent from 1990 to 2003 princi-

pally from the growth in both coal and
intermodal traffic.54

Adding to the crunch is the fact that the average length
of each freight haul rose from 615 miles in 1980 to 902
miles today; and the total distance of freight trips moved
on rails in the U.S. rose from 572 million miles in 1960 to
1.5 billion today.55

The railroads, naturally, prefer longer trips because
they are more profitable. But the problem is that while
traffic and trip lengths are increasing sharply, the U.S.
freight rail network—although it is still large—has declined
dramatically over the years. In 1960, there were 207,000

miles of Class 1 rails in the U.S. Today
there are only just under 100,000
miles of track left to handle the
increase in merchandise and prod-
ucts moving through the system.
These reductions in infrastructure
come as the result of the deregula-
tion of the railroad industry a quar-
ter-century ago, and the subsequent

decisions by the railroads to both merge their operations
and contract their network.

The future rise in intermodal freight traffic, combined
with concerns over infrastructure and potential consolida-
tion of the industry has some experts concerned. Given
the critical part that ports and railroads play in moving
freight throughout the nation and its fundamental role in
the U.S. economy, the issue is currently receiving consid-
erable attention from federal regulators and industry
observers.

Metropolitan areas dominated waterborne trade tonnage in 2006

Total Percent of total

U.S. Total 2,664,591,412 100.0%

Just Metropolitan Areas 2,533,485,950 95.1%

Just Micropolitan Areas 63,423,777 2.4%

Not Metro or Micro 67,681,685 2.5%

100 Largest Metro Areas 1,927,462,974 72.3%

50 Largest Metro Areas 1,723,956,055 64.7%

25 Largest Metro Areas 1,205,070,385 47.2%

10 Largest Metro Areas 869,950,391 32.6%

5 Largest Metro Areas 371,499,040 13.9%

Sources: Shipping Statistics Yearbook 2006; Containerization International Yearbook 2007;
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Waterborne Commerce of the United States CY 2005.

While traffic and trip lengths are increasing

sharply, the U.S. freight rail network has declined

dramatically over the years.
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4. THERE IS GROWING CONCERN ABOUT A
“PERFECT STORM” OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND
ENERGY SUSTAINABILITY, AND THE ROLE
TRANSPORTATION PLAYS

T
ransportation has a vital role to play in supporting
economic growth, but it is also becoming clear to
many that true prosperity also requires sustainable

growth. Through the lens of transportation, there is grow-
ing concern about the twin challenges of climate change
and energy security for our nation’s economic future.

In the not-so-distant past, environmental concerns
related to transportation revolved around such things as
ground-level ozone, photochemical smog, and increased
sprawl from road building. These issues certainly have not
disappeared as metropolitan areas continue to take trans-
portation-focused efforts to reduce high-ozone days in the
summer and countless citizens groups organize around
preventing sprawl in their respective localities. 

But with a growing mountain of evidence and nearly
universal agreement on the causes of global warming, cli-
mate change has quickly emerged as the main environ-
mental problem linked to transportation. And the scope of
the problem is far greater than previous transportation-
related problems. While smog and sprawl affect metropol-
itan areas—with negative externalities crossing county and
state lines—climate change threatens national and global
impacts.57 Improving transportation thus becomes an even
greater national priority.

Today, transportation accounts
for one-third of all carbon diox-
ide emissions in the U.S.
U.S. transportation is a key ingredient
of global climate change due to the
large amount of carbon dioxide (CO2)
emissions generated by the nation’s
fleet of automobiles.58 In 2005, trans-
portation accounted for 33 percent
of all U.S. CO2 emissions—the single
largest contributor to total emissions
of all end-use sectors.59 This was not
always the case.60 As recently as the
mid-1990s, transportation trailed the
industrial sector as the leading cause
of CO2 emissions.61

But in 2003, about 81 percent of
transportation-related greenhouse
gas emissions in the United States
came from “on-road” vehicles,
including passenger cars, sport-util-
ity vehicles, vans, motorcycles, and
medium- and heavy-duty trucks and
buses.62 Tailpipe emissions are magni-

fied when vehicles idle in traffic and are a major source of
compliance problems with federal air quality standards.63

Three factors affect the amount of CO2 released into the
air from transportation: the type of fuel used, the fuel effi-
ciency of the automobile, and the amount of miles traveled. 

First, because 98 percent of transportation fuel is
petroleum-based, nearly every automobile emits CO2.64

The only exceptions—in very small numbers—are all-elec-
tric vehicles that run on batteries charged from the elec-
tric grid. However, even these vehicles indirectly produce
CO2, as the primary energy source of electric power is coal
burned in power plants. Newer “plug-in” hybrids use a mix
of electric power and gasoline. Nevertheless, analysts
believe these technological improvements have the poten-
tial to improve fuel economy by 50 to 100 percent by
2030.65

The second factor that determines just how much CO2

each automobile emits is vehicle fuel efficiency, usually
reported in miles per gallon (MPG). The trend in U.S. MPG
over the last three decades is indicative of the nation’s
increasing transportation carbon footprint. While MPG
increased steadily from the mid-1970s to 1987—from 13.1 to
22.1 MPG—the ensuing 10 years witnessed a gradual
decrease in fuel efficiency, down to 20.9 MPG in 1997.
Since then, efficiency has slightly improved—up to 21.0
MPG—but still falls below the high reached nearly 20 years
ago. This trend is the result of the larger market share of
light trucks, including SUVs, which average more than 6
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Over the last 20 years, transportation has emerged as the leading CO2 emitter

Bureau of Transportation Statistics, “Pocket Guide to Transportation,” 2007.
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MPG less than passenger cars.66 Internationally, U.S. auto-
motive fuel efficiency of new vehicles significantly trails
other industrialized countries. Australia and China, for
instance, each average slightly more than 29 MPG, com-
pared to the U.S. average of 24.1 MPG. The average fuel
economy of new vehicles in the European Union clocks in

at 37.2 MPG. And Japan’s 46.3 MPG nearly doubles the
U.S. mark.67

Third, while emissions of other pollutants—such as
volatile organic compounds (VOC) and nitrogen oxides
(NOx)—has fallen over time as a result of engine and fuel
policies, emissions of CO2 continue to rise with VMT.68

Thus, the nation’s contribution to climate change from
transportation continues to worsen. As a result it appears
that the continued growth in driving cancels out both the
benefits from vehicle efficiency and fuel alternatives.69
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Per capita carbon emissions from cars and
freight are generally lower in metro areas than
the rest of the nation, in part due to denser land
use patterns and greater transportation options
A recent examination of the energy consumed and the CO2

emitted in the nation’s 100 largest metropolitan areas
shows that many of our largest met-
ropolitan areas emit less carbon from
auto and truck transportation on a
per capita basis, and especially on a
per dollar of gross metropolitan
product (GMP) basis than smaller and
non-metro areas.70 Per capita VMT,
fuel and energy use, and carbon

emissions are all higher for the U.S. as a whole than in the
100 largest metropolitan areas.71

However, carbon emissions per person and per dollar of
GMP vary a good deal across metro areas. As might be
expected, metropolitan areas with a higher percentage of
trucking activity tend to have larger carbon footprints,
especially if their annual VMT profile exhibits a larger than
average share of combination truck miles of travel, a good
deal of which may involve low MPG trips that either start
and/or end outside the metro area’s boundaries.

But these impacts are not just a function of transporta-
tion and driving. A number of variables related to metro-
politan form correlate with the variability in both per
capita and per dollar of GMP carbon intensities. A metro-

CO2 emissions generally continued to rise along with VMT from 1995–2006

Source: EPA and FHWA
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It appears that the continued growth in driving cancels out both 

the benefits from vehicle efficiency and fuel alternatives.
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politan area’s average density of population, housing, and
jobs correlates positively with lower carbon emissions.
Centrality measures also show mild positive correlation
with lower carbon, as does a broad county-based jobs-
housing balance measure. Metropolitan areas that act as
the primary base for rail transit systems (also some of our
largest and densest places) were also found to have lower
carbon per capita and per $GMP emissions than metros
that do not operate such systems.72

The U.S. transportation system is almost
entirely dependent upon petroleum-based fuels,
often supplied by other countries
U.S. transportation performance on the three legs of the
stool—fuel type, fuel efficiency, and miles traveled—result
in the world’s largest amount of oil consumption per
capita, at 8.35 tons of oil equivalent
per person, or about 61.2 barrels per
year for every man, woman, and
child. Though Canada comes in a
close second, with 59.8 barrels per
person, the next closest country
(Finland) uses almost 25 percent less oil per capita.
France and Japan use about half and the United Kingdom
just 47 percent of the U.S. level.73
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Dense metropolitan areas correlated positively with lower emissions per capita in 2005

Source: Brown, Southworth, and Sarzynski, “Shrinking the Carbon Footprint of Metropolitan America,” Brookings, 2008.
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Metropolitan areas with a higher percentage of trucking

activity tend to have larger carbon footprints.
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Of larger concern, however, is where the oil Americans
consume is coming from and issues of oil and energy
security. The U.S. does not come close to producing the
oil it consumes and that figure is declining over time,
decreasing by 12.6 percent since 2000.74 As the table
above shows, only about one-third of the crude oil con-
sumed in the U.S. is domestically produced. Nearly twice
as much is imported and the majority of that from coun-
tries considered to be in danger of “state failure” based
on a range of social, economic, and political factors.75

With the nation’s transportation challenges escalating at
the same time that growth and development, global climate
change, and energy security issues are on the rise, many
observers believe a “perfect storm” is on the horizon.
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Many oil exporting nations are unstable

2000 2007 Change Country’s Stability Ranking

U.S. Domestic Production 2,130,707 1,862,441 -12.6%

Total U.S. Imports 4,194,086 4,905,234 17.0%

Top 10 U.S. Import Sources

Canada 661,351 885,366 33.9% Sustainable

Mexico 502,509 559,676 11.4% Warning

Saudi Arabia 575,274 543,508 -5.5% Warning

Venezuela 565,865 496,984 -12.2% Warning

Nigeria 328,079 413,184 25.9% Alert

Algeria 82,345 244,590 197.0% Warning

Angola 110,321 185,130 67.8% Warning

Iraq 226,804 177,009 -22.0% Alert

Russia 26,382 150,594 470.8% Warning

United Kingdom 133,799 101,570 -24.1% Moderate

Source: Energy Information Administration, “U.S. Imports by Country of Origin” (in thousands of barrels annually); and Foreign Policy and the Fund
for Peace, “The Failed States Index,” Washington, 2007

Over half of U.S. oil imports in 2007 came from 
potentially unstable nations

Source: Energy Information Administration, “U.S. Imports by
Country of Origin.”
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5. A LARGE PORTION OF THE AMERICAN
WORKFORCE IS CONCERNED ABOUT THE SIZE
OF HOUSEHOLD SPENDING ON TRANSPORTA-
TION-RELATED ITEMS—SUCH AS GASOLINE

A
s discussed earlier, the geographic patterns of
metropolitan areas have gradually changed over
time so that a majority of employment and 

residents are located in suburban
neighborhoods far from the urban
core. Recent Brookings analysis
found that only 37.7 percent of
Americans lived in major cities 
or in older inner ring “first” suburbs.
The remainder is in other suburbs,
exurbs, or rural areas.76 As econo-
mies and opportunity decentralize
and the working poor remain dispro-
portionately centralized, a “spatial mismatch” arises
between jobs and people in metropolitan areas and is fre-
quently cited as a primary explanation for the transporta-
tion barriers faced by poor families. While it is important
to note that spatial mismatch is not just a “people to jobs”
problem but also a “jobs to people” problem caused by
massive metropolitan decentralization, many scholars
have provided compelling evidence that the spatial sepa-
ration of housing and employment exacerbates the
poverty in inner-cities.77 Low-wage jobs are increasingly
located further out in the urban periphery, and competi-
tion for the remaining central-city jobs can be fierce.78

As jobs dispersed through metropolitan areas and lower
income workers found themselves spatially isolated from
available suburban jobs, car ownership among lower
income households surged—from 67 percent in 1993 to 73
percent just ten years later.79 This increase far outpaced
the rate of car purchases among higher-income house-
holds.80 Often faced with limited transit options, many low-
income families are driven to purchase cars out of
necessity. But such a need is an expensive one as a per-
centage of household income for low-income families.
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Recent analysis finds that the working poor spend 6.1
percent of their income on commuting compared to 3.8
percent for other workers. The working poor that com-
mute using their own car spend the most: 8.4 percent. The
combined costs of commuting and housing for the working

poor make up a larger portion of
their household budget than other
households.81 Other research finds
that auto insurance and car loans
tend to be more expensive in lower
income neighborhoods than higher
income neighborhoods.82

But the problem of transportation
costs on household budgets is not just a problem of low
income families. Congestion and automobile dependence
also affect the pocketbooks of citizens and commuters.
The dominant pattern of suburban growth—low-density
housing, sprawling job base, and limited transit options—
has made residents and commuters completely dependent
on the car for all travel needs. 

Partly as a result of this dependency, household spend-
ing on transportation has risen across the country.
Transportation is now the second largest expense for most
American households, consuming on average 20 cents out
of every dollar. Only shelter eats up a larger chunk of
expenditures (27 cents), with food a distant third (11
cents).83 The cost of transportation has become increas-
ingly central to family budgets, given their choices to live
further from jobs in a housing landscape that often
requires car usage for errands or children’s school trans-
portation.
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Transportation represents a sizable share of household spending

Source: Center for Housing Policy (2006) based on calculations from 2002 and 2004 by the Center for Neighborhood Technology
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The cost of transportation relates directly to housing
affordability: A Center for Housing Policy report found
that for every dollar a working family saves on housing by
moving into less urban areas, they end up spending 
77 cents more on transportation.84 Once an individual’s
commute has surpassed 12 to 15
miles, the increase in transportation
costs usually outweighs the savings
on housing.85

Lastly, new analysis shows that
the costs of accidents and crashes
on our nation’s roadways impose a
considerable financial burden on
households and on metropolitan
areas in general. These costs include property damage,
lost wages, and medical and legal costs. In the nation’s
largest metropolitan areas alone, the cost of traffic
crashes is far greater than the bill for congestion in those
places ($164.2 billion vs. $67.6 billion) with the largest
metropolitan areas absorbing the largest share of the
cost. Of the 73 metros studied, the five largest account
for one-third of the total cost.86
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Average total crash costs increase with metropolitan size

Source: American Automobile Association, “Crashes vs. Congestion
– What’s the Cost to Society?” prepared by Michael D. Meyer and
Cambridge Systematics, Inc., 2008. 
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6. FINALLY, AMID THESE TRANSPORTATION-
RELATED CHALLENGES, WORRIES AROUND
TRANSPORTATION FUNDING AND FINANCE
DOMINATE

T
he previous sections highlighted important chal-
lenges and changing realities that should drive a
healthy and productive conversation about the

nation’s transportation policies. However, to the detri-
ment of other issues finance and revenue distribution
dominates the discussion about transportation in the U.S.
today. These concerns are so prevalent that they
spawned not one—but two—national commissions, and the
U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) recently
added transportation financing to its annual list of high-
risk areas suggested for oversight by the current
Congress.87 

This section frames some of the major issues in the cur-
rent finance discussion and sets up the subsequent sec-
tions on federal policy reform.

There is still little precision on measuring the
size of our national needs
The basic argument about transportation finance on the
national level usually begins with daunting, overwhelming
numbers about the investment needs for the system, fol-
lowed by the revenues available, and the gap between
what we need and what we have. The argument ends with
an urgent call for increasing revenues by a variety of
means and usually ends with hand-wringing similar to the

frustration expressed by Senator
Daniel Patrick Moynihan years
ago when he wrote that “The
urge to have highways [is] not
matched by the urge to pay for
them.”88

There are several oft-cited sources for transportation
investment needs: the American Society of Civil
Engineers’ (ASCE) Report Card for America’s
Infrastructure and the U.S. DOT’s Status of the Nation’s
Highways, Bridges, and Transit: Conditions and
Performance Report to Congress (C&P report). The latter
is commonly referred to as the national “needs” state-
ment by many constituency groups. Analysts from the U.S.
DOT testify and update these figures regularly—but with
caveats as described below.

The ASCE, which relies on a variety of sources and
advocacy groups for their figures, estimates that $1.6 tril-
lion is needed over a five-year period to bring the nation’s
entire infrastructure (beyond just surface transportation)
to good condition.89 This group, which represents the
builders and fixers of the worlds’ infrastructure, relies to a
large extent on the findings of the U.S. DOT for this semi-

“The urge to have highways [is] not matched by the urge to pay for them.” 

—Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan
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annual Infrastructure Report Card.
For roadways, the U.S. DOT estimates that the maxi-

mum investment level required to eliminate the project
backlog for bridges and to implement all proposed high-
way improvements is $131.7 billion per year for the next 20
years.90 Analysts at the department report that this figure
represents the “investment ceiling” and that investments
should not be made that exceed this ceiling, even assum-
ing unlimited funding availability. The cost per year just to
maintain current highway and bridge conditions is esti-
mated to be $78.8 billion. For transit the figure is $15.3 bil-
lion, with the cost to improve conditions and performance
is estimated to be $24.0 billion. The overwhelming major-
ity of these needs (85 percent) are in the 50 largest met-
ropolitan areas.91

Analysts at the U.S. DOT as well as the language in the
C&P itself reinforce the limitations in using these sources
to determine what the appropriate federal investment
level should be. The basis for the roadway figures is an
engineering model called the Highway Economic
Requirements System (HERS) used to suggest improve-
ments to a particular stretch of highway. The Federal
Transit Administration uses the Transit Economic
Requirements Model (TERM) to estimate future transit
capital investment needs. So the overall estimates ignore
intermetropolitan modes like buses and both freight and
passenger rail and intermodal transportation facilities.92

Further, the analyses only focus on capital expenditures
and not on the costs for maintaining and operating the
new facilities once they are in place. They use current base
year dollars and ignore inflation as well as the rapid cost
increase in construction materials.

Yet they also do not take into consideration invest-
ments that could obviate the need for future investments.
They do not consider land use impacts or effects. By sep-
arating highway and transit investments they ignore the
potential for the modes to work together and, indeed,
often these modes represent alternative investments in
the same corridor. As such, the report actually states that
it “makes no recommendations concerning future levels of
federal investment.”93

The National Surface Transportation Policy and
Revenue Study Commission (NSTPRSC), which was estab-
lished in 2005 under Section 1909 of the Safe,
Accountable, Flexible, and Efficient Transportation Equity
Act—A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU) to study the future
needs and revenue sources of the surface transportation
system, addressed some of these shortcomings with a dif-
ferent base case needs assessment in their final report,
Transportation for Tomorrow. For one, they included
modes such as freight and passenger rail and considered
scenarios that would potentially avoid high-cost expansion
projects, such as through the use of telecommunications
and pricing technologies.94 And because they also consid-
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ered recent costs of construction inflation, the NSTPRSC
found that between $241 and $286 billion is needed for all
modes annually through 2020. The NSTPRSC also consid-
ered the impact of demand management strategies such
as aggressive adaptation of congestion pricing.95

While this represents a major analytical contribution by
including cost-benefit assumptions, some concerns
remain. For instance it makes no attempt to prioritize
between projects and fails to consider the full range of
impacts including the benefits of agglomeration and eco-
nomic development, as well as the social and environmen-
tal costs of emissions like carbon.96 A comprehensive
British economic study found remarkable returns for cer-
tain projects when these impacts are considered.97

The political jurisdictions with responsibility over the
investments are not considered, nor are the sources of
revenue generation. So the investment responsibilities of
federal, state, metropolitan, or local governments or the
private sector is unknown. One U.S. DOT analysis clearly
states that linking investment needs analysis to federal
funding alternatives requires an intermediate step to
define the federal role and responsibilities.98

Lastly, while it is difficult to model the range of political
considerations that may influence project selection, the
GAO recently pointed out that as these factors have the
primary influence over project selections, “There is cur-
rently no way to measure how funding provided to the
states is being used to accomplish particular performance-
related results such as reducing congestion or improving
conditions.”99
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Federal revenues are not sufficient to cover its
authorizations
The primary reason the conversation about needs is so
prevalent is due to the looming concerns (and awareness)
over the status of the federal transportation trust fund.
The outlays from the highway account are estimated to
begin to outpace the revenues into the account sometime
in 2009. 

A report from the GAO illustrates this problem by exam-
ining the estimates in receipts and outlays from both the
Congressional Budget Office (CBO) and the U.S. DOT. The
agencies estimate that receipts into the highway trust
fund will continue to increase by 13.8 and 10.3 percent,
respectively, from 2006 through 2011. The chart above
shows that revenues have remained consistently steady
since the fund was split into highway and transit accounts
in 1983. What has clearly changed is that outlays have
increased at a rapid rate. As a result, whenever outlays
have outpaced revenues (as they have since 2001), it
drains the reserves in the account, and since 2001 the
reserves have dropped precipitously. The transit program
is projected to be oversubscribed to where revenues avail-
able reach a zero balance three years later, in 2011.100

The critical subset of that problem is that because the
federal gas tax has not been raised since 1993, even to
keep pace with inflation, it is having less of an effect as it
could. In FY 2005, nearly 90 percent of the federal rev-
enue that went into the federal transportation trust fund

was derived from fuel taxes so as the rate effectively
declines, there is clearly an impact.101 As reflected in the
figure opposite, the real gas tax rate and the real revenues
fell together from 1993 to 2004. Receipts from the federal
gas tax leaped by $5.5 billion between 2004 and 2005,
and rose slightly through 2006.

Yet the gas tax remains a critically important revenue
source and will continue to be so for the foreseeable
future. The figure on the next page shows that between
2001 and 2005 only tolls and bond “revenues” grew at a
faster rate than fuel taxes in terms of all funds used for
highways. However, these other sources still make up a
very small share of total revenues—fuel taxes still domi-
nate at nearly 40 percent of the total. Revenues from fuel
taxes also rose faster than any other source since 2001 in
nominal terms and are still rising as a share of the national
total.

There are many excellent reasons to move aggressively
to expand tolling and to explore revenue sources such as
mileage-based fees. For example, the expanded use of
these mechanisms is an effective and practical solution for
mitigating the growth in congestion. But they are likely to
be less effective as solutions to the funding challenges in
the short term.
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The balance of the Highway Account of the Federal Transportation Trust Fund is falling

Source: Federal Highway Administration, Highway Statistics Series Table FE-210, Fiscal Years 1957-2005, plus CBO and USDOT estimates
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States are facing their own
budgetary problems
Transportation expenditures (of all
kinds) made up 8.1 percent of state
spending in FY 2006, down from 8.6
percent in 2005. According to the
National Association of State Budget
Officers, state transportation expen-
ditures have increased by an average
of 5.5 percent each year since 1988.
And from 2005 to 2006 state-
sourced funds for transportation
increased by 1.6 percent while federal
funds increased by more than four
times that at 6.8 percent.102

From 1992–2005, 54.5 percent of
the funds that states spend on trans-
portation come from other own
sources such as gas and vehicle
taxes, tolls, and general funds. Bond
proceeds provided 13.9 percent of
funding and local payments 1.8 per-
cent. Another 29.7 percent is derived
from payments from the federal government.103

Though state spending on highways is twice as much as
federal spending, there is considerably more attention on
the former, especially at the national level. The state view
of the funding coming from the federal government as
“free” money contributes to that attention deficit. The fed-
eral government gives the states “wide latitude in deciding
how to use and administer federal grants,” and there is
some concern that states substitute federal funds for
spending they would have otherwise had to generate
themselves.104
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Inflation is eating away at both the federal and state gas taxes

Source: FHWA, Highway Statistics, various years. 
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In fairness, not all of this is unfounded. Throughout the
country, states are still reeling from a budget situation
described as more severe than any of the past 60 years by
the National Association of State Budget Officers. State
revenues have plummeted, forcing policymakers to slash
budgets, scavenge for funds, and shift priorities in
response. Transportation spending has been particularly
affected by these fiscal stresses.

So without the political desire to raise funds through
taxes and fees, states are increasingly turning to debt. In
fact, state spending on debt service has not been this high
since 1945. In just 10 years, state bond “proceeds” used for
highways have increased by 169.7 percent from $4.3 billion
in 1995 to $11.6 billion in 2005.105

Complicating the finance challenge are the
uneven rules and constraints applied to the 
different transportation modes and to different
levels of government
As mentioned, the federal highway trust fund is the source
of federal funding for transportation and is fed primarily
by the federal gas tax. However, not all trust fund revenues
are spent on the highway system. While 15.5 cents of the
18.4-cents-per-gallon federal gas tax accumulates in the
Highway Account, the remainder is distributed to the Mass
Transit Account (2.8 cents).106 Yet, of the $27 billion in total
transit operating expenses during FY 2004, only 8 percent
comes from federal assistance. Passenger fares (34 per-
cent) pay the lion’s share, with local (29), state, (22), and
other sources (7) making up the rest. States’ general funds
are increasingly important sources of funding for transit.107

The federal presence in transit funding is more promi-
nent in terms of capital expenses, providing 39 percent of
all capital funds spent on transit nationally. But even here,
the federal investment is not the largest. Local funds (46
percent) are the primary source. States only contribute
about 14 percent. This trend is increasing as cities, coun-
ties, and transit districts are all increasingly turning to
“local option transportation taxes” to fund new transporta-
tion investments.108 The most visible examples of these in
recent years have been voter-approved sales taxes to fund
particular roads and rail transit projects. Between 2000
and 2002 public transit dollars from local sources soared
73 percent from $2.7 billion to $4.7 billion.109

The state role in transit funding is complicated by the
fact that thirty of them, unlike the federal government, pro-
hibit the use of gas tax revenues for purposes other than
road construction and maintenance. Such rules make it
inordinately difficult for transit projects to obtain additional
funding, which is why they often must opt for local ballot
referenda or general revenue sources at the local level.110

Another critical challenge is that the federal govern-
ment has authorized more money than it has to spend in
SAFETEA-LU. From fiscal years 2005 to 2008, the federal
government has had to rescind $12.6 billion in funds it

apportioned previously to the states.111

It is essentially up to the states to
decide from which programs the
funds to send back to Washington;
usually choosing from programs they
have not spent down—like the
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality
(CMAQ); Bridge, and Transportation

Enhancements (TE) programs that primarily fund non-high-
way projects. During FY 2006 Congress issued three sepa-
rate rescissions totaling more than $3.8 billion. Nearly 60
percent of the recessions came from these programs
despite the fact they made up only 20 percent of all funds.112
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The cost of construction materials has 
sky-rocketed
One real and growing concern with respect to transporta-
tion finance is the cost of materials for building, repairing,
and augmenting our nation’s transportation infrastruc-
ture. As economists from the Association of General
Contractors (AGC) point out, there is no single measure
that fully captures the change of costs for infrastruc-
ture.113 However, it is generally acknowledged as a press-
ing problem.

According to a recent analysis of Consumer Price Index
(CPI) data, the costs of transportation construction mate-
rials increased only modestly up until 2004. Since 2004,
however, the costs of these materials—primarily steel,
wood, and concrete—rose sharply especially in compari-
son to other items reflected in the CPI for non-construc-
tion items. 

The reasons for these sharp increases—which are
expected to continue in coming years—is largely attributed
to the expanding economies and the demand for building
materials is countries like China and India.

But these are not the only costs that are increasing.
Land acquisition costs for rights-of-way, station and termi-
nal locations, and other service facilities have become
alarmingly expensive. Couple this with the increasing
costs of transporting materials to construction sites due
to the congestion in and around major ports, and it is clear
to see why simply examining the costs of the materials is
not sufficient.
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IV. TRANSPORTATION,
THE U.S. ECONOMY,
AND THE METRO-
POLITAN PRIORITY

The federal transportation debate is frequently framed

as an agent for economic growth. Much of this is intuitive. Transportation

links people to jobs, facilitates the production of goods, and brings those

goods to consumers. Only 27 percent of all personal trips are social or recre-

ational in nature. Everything else is in some ways related to economic pro-

ductivity, such as commuting and work related trips (17 percent of all trips),

shopping and running errands (45 percent), and trips to school (10 percent).1

However, a good rule of thumb for policy makers to keep
in mind is Joseph Giglio’s admonition that “transportation
systems (including roadways) exist to support the econ-
omy not vice versa.”2 That truism is often forgotten.

Simultaneously, we see that when ignored, transporta-
tion can also have broad negative impacts on the nation.
For example, in some metropolitan areas like New York
and Los Angeles congestion has become a drag on the
national economy, especially in the dense urban core and
in and around the ports. Personal spending on transporta-
tion is second highest household expense, and in some
metropolitan areas like Houston and St. Louis consumers
spend more on transportation than on shelter.3

Greenhouse gas emissions, of which transportation is a
major contributor, have significant costs to the economy in
the U.S. and abroad.4 In short, the economic impacts of
transportation must be considered broadly.

One major deficiency in the research is that although
there are many studies—and much rhetoric—showing that
though transportation and the economy are related, the
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causality is still generally unknown. For example, does a
country begin to invest in transportation to boost its econ-
omy, or does a country first have to do well before it
invests in its transportation infrastructure? In some
respects it seems like it would have to be the latter
because some transportation infrastructure is tremen-
dously expensive.5

One study goes so far as to say that because of the dif-
ficulty in considering externalities and causality there sim-
ply is no estimate of the effect of transportation
investment on GDP.6 A review by the National Academy of
Sciences of recent models for assessing the relationship
between transportation and the economy found that there
is a suggestion of a relationship but, they caution, the
nature of this is tenuous.7 Another found that transporta-
tion is highly susceptible to recessions and economic slow
downs and slowdowns in the transportation sector tend to
last longer than those in the overall economy.8 This sug-
gests that transportation reacts to the trends in the
national economy, and not the other way around.

Nevertheless, there is no doubt that the transportation
sector is quite large. A 2002 Eno Foundation study found
that in 2001, total spending on transportation exceeded
$1.5 trillion. Government expenditures make up only about
10 percent of this total and only about one-third of that is
federal.9 Yet, transportation made up the largest share of
federal domestic discretionary spending in 2006. It held

the top rank every year since 1992 (except for four years
in the mid-1990s when it was a close second to income
security).

The vast majority of expenses for transportation are
from private vehicles (households and businesses) while
roads are provided as a substantial public good. In fact,
our road network—valued at over $1 trillion—is the nation’s
largest civilian investment.10 Transportation itself is also a
heavy consumer of products in other industries. About
three-quarters of the rubber and lead used in the U.S. is
used by transportation, as is 40 percent of plastic, and
over one-quarter of the cement and steel.11

Looking back at the discussion that launched the inter-
states shows that the motivation in that era was largely
economic.12 Both President Eisenhower and the congres-
sional committee set up to plan the interstates touted the
economic impacts for the nation as a whole.13

To a large degree that investment has paid off and
transportation investments historically have fostered
large productivity gains. A major review of “a century of
data” for the FHWA recently found positive relationships
between public infrastructure investments and economic
productivity—especially in the freight and industrial sector.
The benefits and savings for trucking alone justify one-
third to one-half of the federal highway investments
between 1950 and 1973.14 These investments largely took
the form of the interstate system.
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Transportation made up the largest share of federal domestic discretionary spending in 2006.

The * denotes estimated spending in 2007 and 2008.
Source: Brookings analysis of Historical Tables, Budget of The United States Government (FY 2008), Table 8.7
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But the literature also shows that this exceptional pro-
ductivity has not continued in recent decades as invest-
ments have lost focus and direction and failed to invest in
key areas. A 2004 study found that the transportation
investments the U.S. made in the 1970s generated an 18
percent return followed by a 5 percent return for 1980s
investments, and only a 1 percent return for the 1990s. The
authors speculate that this is due, in part, to the ineffec-
tiveness of national transportation policy that results in
poor project selection and pricing inefficiencies.15 Other
reports show similarly alarming declines over time.16 The
example of the interstates is illustrative here as 70 percent
of the 42,500 miles proposed were in service by the end
of 1970. By 1980 only 1,575 miles were left to be built. So it
should come as little surprise that the return on invest-
ment in the years since then have been relatively lacking.

The sum and substance of this argument is that the first
highways in an area provide massive benefits because
they represent prioritized investments. They are theoreti-

cally the most important metropoli-
tan investments necessary. The first
road between A and B has a huge
economic payback. The second (and
third) roads have successively
smaller effects. Other evidence
shows that investments in metropoli-
tan highways do have positive eco-
nomic impacts on land prices,

population, and employment changes near the project.
However, those changes generally come at the expense of
losses elsewhere in the metropolitan area.17 It is largely a
zero-sum game within metropolitan areas as economic
activity is redirected from one area to the next, resulting
in zero net national benefit.18

Returning to an earlier vision of transportation’s role
and impact will require a sea change in thinking about
where transportation dollars go and how they are
invested.

For one, we need to rethink transportation
spending as a short term stimulus for job
growth. 
Since the time when the interstates were finished trans-
portation has become less about the national economy
and more about job growth. President George H. W. Bush
was widely quoted in 1991 when he said the federal trans-
portation law he signed “could be summed up in three
words: jobs, jobs, jobs.”19 In recent years the motivation for
this job growth has been restricted to the relatively small
confines of individual congressional districts. But as the
Heritage Foundation points out in this context, “creating
jobs is not the same thing as creating value.”20

Transportation spending is a very blunt instrument for job
creation.
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The conversation about transportation’s impact on the

national economy must go beyond the current narrow

debate about spending levels.
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Yet even if the singular focus of the federal transporta-
tion program was to “create” jobs in the short term, there
is doubt that even those investments are being done in an
optimal way. During the 2003 federal transportation reau-
thorization debate, policy makers and others widely cited
a FHWA economic model known as JOBMOD showing that
every $1 billion in federal transportation investments
resulted in the creation of 47,000 new American jobs.
However, at least one analysis of this model shows that
jobs vary considerably by investment type. The model
shows that if the goal is to create jobs, then shifting
spending to maintenance and repair, and public trans-
portation would result in more employment.21

The federal transportation program must not be
treated as a giveaway for special pork projects. There is
little economic justification for a nation making broad
transportation and infrastructure improvements in all
places. Yet, that is exactly how the American transporta-
tion structure operates as we do not prioritize projects on

the national level. SAFETEA-LU’s entropic 6,373 earmarks
and special interest giveaways have replaced and trumped
any unified national purpose. The figure above identifies
where these projects are located on the national map.
Only about half of the total funding from these earmarks
goes to the 100 largest metropolitan areas.

Rather than this hodgepodge of pork, the conversation
about transportation’s impact on the national economy
must go beyond the current narrow debate about spend-
ing levels. It is not sufficient to simply know the value of an
extra dollar invested in transportation. Although from a
public policy perspective we need to know where (geo-
graphically), and on what (modally) to invest, it is also of
paramount importance that the federal transportation
program clearly articulate why and for what purpose
investments are to be made.22
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Note: One dot equals one earmark project
Source: Brookings analysis of SAFETEA-LU, Public Law 109-59, various sections. 

Only about half of the total funding from 2005 transportation earmarks goes to the 100 largest metropolitan areas.
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Today the federal government has no comprehensive
vision for the program, no sense of the spatial patterns
of the economy, and decisionmaking still takes place in
opaque and unaccountable ways. Moreover, those deci-
sions that are actually open and visible are out of step
with national interests. Alaska’s infamous “bridge to
nowhere” became a catch phrase for a political and deci-
sion making process gone wild. The result is that to many
observers, the words “infrastructure” and “pork” are
more commonly associated than the words “infrastruc-
ture” and “competitiveness.”

This section discusses the major existing policy flaws.

V. THE POLICY 
PROBLEM: FEDERAL
TRANSPORTATION 
POLICY IS ABSENT,
OUTDATED, AND
UNDERPERFORMING 

A growing mountain of evidence and analysis
shows that the current slate of federal policies—and the lack of clear policy in

specific areas—actually appear to exacerbate a range of transportation and

related challenges.
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1. FIRST, FOR THE VAST MAJORITY OF THE
PROGRAM THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT IS
ABSENT WHEN IT SHOULD BE PRESENT,
LACKING ANY OVERARCHING NATIONAL
VISION, GOALS, OR GUIDANCE 

T
he decades from the 1950s to the early 1990s were
the halcyon years for highway planning and con-
struction. The “interstate era”—the first era of the

modern highway program—survived because of a broad
consensus that was forged between transportation and
political leaders, who were united in their belief that the
highway system was essential and necessary to the
health and security of the nation. As more than one
observer has noted the need for the interstates was not
controversial.

Historical accounts from this time suggest that
President Eisenhower and his advisors were concerned
that while the U.S. had the finest network of highways in
the world, there were looming challenges. For one, they
expected the U.S. population to reach 200 million by 1970.
If so, the nation would need a functioning transportation
system to solve myriad problems, including “metropolitan
area congestion, bottlenecks, and parking.”1 These ideas
electrified governors and other state officials from coast
to coast who were otherwise unaccustomed to having a
discussion about national transportation policy in such
broad terms. However, by the end of the 1980s that con-
sensus had all but disappeared with the completion of the
interstates.2

It wasn’t until 1991’s Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act (ISTEA) that a compelling new purpose for
national transportation policy was delineated beginning
its second modern era.

When the interstates were nearing completion another
national discussion about transportation was taken up by
Senate leaders such as New York’s Daniel Patrick
Monyihan, Rhode Island’s John Chafee, and House mem-
bers like New Jersey’s Robert Roe, Pennsylvania’s Bud
Shuster, and California’s Norman Mineta. These architects
of ISTEA offered a compelling new framework and clearly
articulated a vision, purpose, and direction that resulted in
the most important transportation bill in 35 years.

The initial statement of national transportation policy
in ISTEA is worth restating here:

It is a goal of the United States to develop a national
intermodal transportation system that moves people
and goods in an energy efficient manner. The
Nation’s future economic direction is dependent on
its ability to confront directly the enormous chal-
lenges of the global economy, declining productivity
growth, energy vulnerability, air pollution, and the
need to rebuild the Nation’s infrastructure.

Unquestionably that statement of policy purpose is just
as salient today. Distressingly, 1998’s Transportation
Equity Act for the 21st century (TEA-21) did away with this
declaration of policy, eliminated the purpose statement,
and changed the “E” from “efficiency” to “equity” (refer-
ring to the equalization of state funding contributions.)3

The policy purpose language was also omitted from the
preamble of the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient
Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-
LU) in 2005.4 This seemingly arcane bit of trivia is actually
quite revealing regarding its lack of clear federal policies
and objectives.5

Put another way, the program does not recognize that
there is a role for the federal government in areas inher-
ently national in scope. This includes functional areas,
such as the interstate system created by bold federal
vision. It also includes the basic movement of people and
goods across states and between metropolitan areas and
mega-regions.6 Today the nation has no overarching
agenda or strategic plan for coping with the current chal-
lenges or projected increases in freight movement, or in
how passengers will travel these longer distances.7

But the federal transportation program is also absent in
providing leadership and direction on issues only address-
able on the national level such as broad economic pros-
perity, environmental sustainability, and climate change,
as well as safety and security. These issues transcend
state and metropolitan boundaries and can only be dealt
with on a large scale.

Instead, each reauthorization cycle is dominated by
parochial interests around funding. In particular are the
debates over donors and donees: the desire for each
state to receive a level of federal transportation funding
that matches the federal gas tax and other revenues that
are collected within their state borders.8 This approach is
anathema to achieving a true national purpose and
vision and turns the program into one of revenue distri-
bution instead of one designed to meet national needs.9

The U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) found
that the federal transportation program is functioning to
some extent as a “cash transfer, general purpose grant
program.”10

This approach is also remarkably inconsistent when
compared to other recently federal reforms in welfare and
education. 
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Unlike other major federal programs, transportation has not undergone substantial reform

Program

Welfare:

Temporary Assistance

for Needy Families,

1997

Education:

No Child Left Behind

Act, 2001

Transportation:

Safe, Accountable,

Flexible, Efficient

Transportation Equity

Act: A Legacy for

Users, 2005

Preamble

“To (1) provide assistance to needy fami-

lies so that children may be cared for in

their own homes or in the homes of rela-

tives; (2) end the dependence of needy

parents on government benefits by pro-

moting job preparation, work, and mar-

riage; (3) prevent and reduce the

incidence of out-of-wedlock pregnancies

and establish annual numerical goals for

preventing and reducing the incidence of

these pregnancies; and (4) encourage

the formation and maintenance of two-

parent families.”

“To close the achievement gap with

accountability, flexibility, and choice, so

that no child is left behind.” 

“To authorize funds for Federal-aid high-

ways, highway safety programs, and

transit programs, and for other pur-

poses.” 

Requirements/accountability

Recipients must work as soon as they are job

ready. Single parents are required to partici-

pate in work activities for at least 30 hours

per week. Failure to work can terminate bene-

fits. States have to ensure that 50 percent of

all families and 90 percent of two-parent fam-

ilies are participating in work activities.

Designed to improve the performance of U.S.

primary and secondary schools by increasing

the standards of accountability for states,

school districts and schools, as well as provid-

ing parents more flexibility in choosing which

schools their children will attend. Promotes

an increased focus on reading and enacts the

theories of standards-based education

reform, formerly known as outcome-based

education, which is based on the belief that

high expectations and setting of goals will

result in success for all students.

For highways, program funds are allocated by

formula. Project criteria and justification con-

sists primarily of environmental measures; no

requirement for cost effectiveness. Peer com-

parison is rare. Alternative comparisons are

optional at state level. Information and data

are difficult to access and unclear for the

general public. For new fixed guideway transit

projects federal oversight is intense as are

requirements for multiple project criteria and

justifications.

Yearly

Spending 

($ billions)

$16.5

$13.0

$47.7
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2. SECOND, YET, WHEN IT IS PRESENT, THE
FEDERAL TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM
TAKES AN OUTDATED APPROACH TO THE
CHALLENGES OF TODAY 

A
s a program with its roots in the 1950s the federal
surface transportation program is woefully out-
dated and cannot meet the challenges of the mod-

ern metropolis. There are several key problems.

a. For one thing, the federal government is 
still not attuned to the needs, problems, and
challenges of metropolitan areas
The intent established in 1991 to elevate the importance of
metropolitan decisionmaking to better align with the
geography of regional economies, commuting patterns,
and social reality has largely been subverted. Federal
transportation policy has only haltingly recognized met-
ros’ centrality to transportation outcomes, and continues
to assign states the primary role in transportation plan-
ning and programming

Left to their own devices, most states have not
embraced the intent of federal law and have not devolved
sufficient powers and responsibilities to their metropolitan
areas. They remain the principal decisionmaker on trans-
portation projects, including those within metropolitan

areas. Many state DOTs still wield considerable formal and
informal power and retain authority over substantial state
transportation funds. 

By the same token, the Metropolitan Planning
Organizations (MPOs) have been dealt a weak institutional
hand, and the visions and expectations for metropolitan
decisionmaking were not accompanied by a supportive
regulatory and funding framework.11 The governor and
state DOT still have veto authority over MPO-selected proj-
ects. The GAO found that although large MPOs (in areas
with populations over 200,000) also have authority to
veto projects, the reality is that the state receives and
manages all the federal transportation money, as well as
large amounts of state transportation money, and the
state’s political leverage is far greater than the MPOs.12

Such arrangements create an unfavorable climate for the
flowering of federal policy reforms and frequently cut
against metropolitan interests. 

Although the federal government is loathe to interfere
with the project decisions of state DOTs, one recent exam-
ple in Portland, OR shows that metropolitan area plans do
not enjoy the same freedom. In response to that MPO’s
regional transportation vision the FHWA admonished the
Portland plan for being too focused on “land use goals”
and that “the plan should acknowledge that automobiles
are the preferred mode of transport.”13

One positive step to enhance metropolitan decision
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SAFETEA-LU’s highway authorizations are made under a wide variety of rubrics 

*Other includes 54 other items such as Safe Routes to School, Toll Facilities Workplace Safety Study, National Historic Covered Bridge Preservation
Note: Spending depicted from FY2005-2009 

Equity Bonus 23%

Safety 2%

Congestion Mitigation and
Air Quality Improvement 5%

Bridge Replacement &
Rehabilitation 11%

National Highway System 16%

Interstate Maintenance 13%

Surface
Transportation

Program
18%

Other* 3%
High Priority Projects 8%

Metropolitan Planning 1%

Enhancements 2%

Metropolitan
Suballocated 5%

Non-Metro
Area Funds 5%

State 6%
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making was the suballocation of funds directly to the
regional and local government structures initiated by
ISTEA. This helped strengthen metropolitan areas by
changing the decisionmaking body for a portion of the
overall funding, giving local officials the ability to spend
federal transportation funds based on the unique needs of
their region. However, the reality is that these funds still
make up only a very small share of the overall funding pie.
Taken together, federal law only gives metropolitan areas
direct control over a small share of road and bridge fund-
ing under SAFETEA-LU. This misalignment has led to a
dramatic shift in the way funds are raised in major metro-
politan areas as these places are increasingly turning to
voter-approved “local option taxes” to pay for certain met-
ropolitan-scale projects.14

Funding analyses in several states show how these
biases harm metropolitan areas.15 These areas contribute
significantly more in tax receipts than they receive in allo-
cations from their state’s highway fund or through direct
local transfers. In other words, although the donor/donee
debate is alive and well on the national level between
states, that same rationale—logical or otherwise—does not
appear to have had anywhere near the same impact on
spatial funding allocation within states.16 A comprehensive
analysis of metropolitan spending based on estimates of
federal gas tax revenues generated found that U.S. metro-
politan areas together were net donors of over $1 billion in
transportation revenues from 1998 to 2003.17

This uneven allocation on the highway side—which is
repeated in state after state, and metropolitan area after
metropolitan area—is starving the older portions of our
metropolitan areas areas. This at the very time when

those places are struggling with the
highest need for repairs and conges-
tion relief, and are ultimately central
to economic prosperity and growth in
this nation.

b. Federal transportation dol-
lars continue to be distributed
to its grantees based on
archaic funding and equity 
formulas 
The formulas for allocating federal
highway trust fund dollars are largely
made on the basis of highway
mileage and use. More than half of
the funds authorized in SAFETEA-LU
are appointed to states based on the
traditional factors: amount of roads,
miles driven, and fuel consumed
and/or gas tax paid. Less than one-
fifth comes from other measures of

need such as number of deficient
bridges, roadway fatalities, or population in air quality
non-attainment areas.

While this may seem intuitive on some level, it also
presents obvious problems in that it rewards those places
with road expansions and high gas consumption. There is
no reward for reducing consumption in any of these for-
mulas. In fact, any investment in transit or promotion of
land use to reduce fuel consumption or substitute for lane
miles may result in fewer federal dollars

Partly as a result, transportation spending from all lev-
els of government on new highway capacity increased $20
billion (40.9 percent) from $48.4 billion in 1997 to $68.2
billion in 2002. At the same time unfortunately, spending
on maintenance and services only increased $6.4 billion
(23.8 percent) from $26.8 billion to $33.2 billion.18 This
legacy of the Eisenhower interstates illustrates that our
nation has done a good job in building new highway infra-
structure. Fixing, updating, and modernizing that infra-
structure is where the nation is falling short.

Some argue that the critique of these formulas is
overblown because of provisions guaranteeing that states
receive a portion of their highway trust fund payments
back from Washington-currently at least 92 percent.
Nevertheless, states that take steps to manage demand
and/or reduce consumption receive fewer funds overall
based on current formulas.
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More than half of the funds authorized in SAFETEA-LU are appointed to states
based on the traditional factors.

Source: Brookings Analysis of Federal Highway data, FY 2005-2009
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ficient use of federal resources and poor stewardship for
federal investments in highways. In contrast, with their
lower match, costs for most transit projects must be kept
low as local sources of revenue must be identified, and
commitments for operating costs and local shares of cap-
ital costs must be provided as a key project justification
criterion. In the last year for which data is available, fed-
eral funds provided 40.6 percent of the capital funds used
by transit agencies while state sources provided 11.6 per-
cent and local sources provided 47.8 percent.21

Further unbalancing the playing field, the federal gov-
ernment actually removed the one requirement intended
to result in better decisions. The 1991 federal law estab-
lished the major investment study (MIS) process to provide
a basis for reaching decisions by requiring a comprehen-
sive analysis of all reasonable alternatives for addressing
a particular transportation problem. ISTEA’s metropolitan
planning regulations required MIS analyses to evaluate the
efficacy and cost-effectiveness of alternative investments
or strategies in attaining local, state, and national goals
and objectives. The MIS considered the benefits and costs
of investments related to such factors as mobility improve-
ments; social, economic, and environmental effects;
safety; operating efficiencies; land use and economic
development; financing; and energy consumption.
However, TEA-21 eliminated the MIS as a way to determine
benefits and costs of major transportation investments.

Taken together, these biases ensure that state trans-
portation policy pursued under federal law works against
many metropolitan areas’ efforts to maintain modern and
integrated transportation networks.
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c. The federal highway and transit programs
operate on an unlevel playing field 
Another outdated flaw in recent transportation reform
that adversely affects metropolitan areas is that the rules
governing transportation policy continue to favor roads
over transit and other alternatives to traditional highway
building. As a result the metropolitan transportation sys-
tem, which should serve as the connective tissue within
and between metropolitan areas, is woefully incomplete.
As discussed earlier, more than half of the largest metro-
politan areas have inadequate transit service and very few
have regular, reliable passenger rail service.

There is no doubt that the federal policies that govern
highway, transit, and passenger rail projects are not equal.
These modes, which federal law specifically expects to
work together in the development of a balanced multi-
modal system, are treated differently. This unlevel playing
field has profound impacts on metropolitan America and
on how they structure their transportation programs 
to meet the economic, environmental, and social changes
of today.

While states do not seek permission to build highway
projects, this is dramatically different from the situation
that applies when areas want to construct rail or certain
bus projects. The U.S. DOT’s program for identifying and
funding new fixed guideway transit projects is known as
the “New Starts” program. The program is totally discre-
tionary and highly regulated by the DOT, and because of
incredibly high demand, new transit funding is oversub-
scribed and competition for these funds is intense.19

Projects must progress through a regional review of alter-
natives, develop preliminary engineering plans, and meet
the DOT’s approval for final design before final approval is
given and the project is recommended for a multiyear “full
funding grant agreement.” And even then each project’s
share of federal funds is subject to the annual congres-
sional appropriations process.

Another inequity exists in terms of the total percentage
of costs the federal government is willing to contribute to
highway and transit projects. As mentioned, ISTEA main-
tained an 80 percent funding ratio for formula and other
discretionary programs but capped funding rates for tran-
sit New Starts at up to 80 percent of total project costs. In
reality, actual funding rates are much lower. In 2002
Congress directed the FTA not to approve New Starts proj-
ects with more than a 60 percent federal share.20 In con-
trast, highway funding continues to enjoy a federal
matching ratio of 90 percent for improvements and main-
tenance on the interstate highway system, and an 80 per-
cent rate for most other projects. 

The high federal highway match also results in ineffi-
cient use of funds. States often use their own funds for the
matching portion of highway projects, with little or no
funding required from the local area. This can lead to inef-
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d. The policy framework for the intermetro pas-
senger rail continues to be the 1970 law that
reorganized the network
The National Railroad Passenger Corporation—known as
Amtrak—is in disarray as it continues to operate under the
1970s Rail Passenger Service Act that created it from pri-
vate rail companies’ passenger service. Private railroads
retained control of profitable freight service.

Since Amtrak is neither a publicly traded private corpo-
ration, nor a public entity, its results are not subject to nor-
mal accountability mechanisms. Since it is not an
instrument of the U.S. government, it not subject to fed-
eral disclosure requirements or the Government
Performance and Results Act, nor is it answerable to
shareholders, like other companies, or Securities and
Exchange Commission reporting rules.22 Since Amtrak has
never enjoyed full support of any presidential administra-
tion, it does not have the certainty of funding to conduct
strategic, long-range planning. 

No doubt Amtrak has received significant public subsi-
dies since its creation in 1971. But the $30 billion Amtrak
received in that time pales in comparison to what the air-
lines have received. First, airlines received nearly $15 bil-
lion in direct subsidies following 9/11 – and several are still
facing financial ruin.23 Also, according to the GAO, general
fund revenues have composed on average 20 percent of
the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) budget since
Fiscal Year 1997.24 With the FAA’s average annual budget
exceeding $10 billion, the total general fund contributions
were at least $20 billion over those ten years. Further
intensifying the discrepancy, the airline industry supports
a proposed additional $40 billion in subsidies to upgrade
its air traffic control system.25 This number dwarfs the
$11.4 billion in total, six-year subsidies for Amtrak recently
passed by the Senate.26

e. The federal program has not embraced market
mechanisms or a range of pricing schemes to
better operate and manage the system 
Economists have long criticized the current system of
roadway pricing contending user fees should be struc-
tured such that those levied on different classes of vehi-
cles reflect the costs borne by governments to provide
those vehicles with the opportunity to travel.27 One such
study found that single-unit trucks weighing more than
50,000 pounds contribute in user fees only 40 percent of
the estimated costs of their use. Autos contribute 70 per-
cent of their costs; pickup trucks and vans, 90 percent;
and single-unit trucks weighing less than 25,000 pounds
contribute 150 percent of their costs through the taxes
and fees that they pay.28

Another found that even though the gas tax is com-
monly considered a “user fee” drivers only pay about 80
percent of the costs of the roadways. This does not even
account for the external costs of driving.29 Other studies
show this is true within many states. 

If charges were levied fairly in proportion to the costs
imposed by vehicle type and those charges vigorously
enforced, and if roads were constructed to more demand-
ing standards, savings in road maintenance and replace-
ment costs over time would be great enough to permit
lower user fees for all classes of vehicles. But getting the
prices right also means taking into account the range of
impacts such as social costs and environmental impacts
on climate change. For example, though the 1978 Energy
Tax Act established a “Gas Guzzler Tax” on fuel inefficient
vehicles, personal trucks such as pickups and SUVs 
are exempt.30

The expanded use of tolling and other market mecha-
nisms is, as discussed above, an effective and practical
solution for mitigating the growth in congestion. Sir Rod
Eddington called congestion pricing an “economic no-
brainer.”31
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3. THIRD, THE LACK OF A 21ST CENTURY
APPROACH TO GOVERNMENT MEANS THE
PROGRAM IS UNDERPERFORMING AND 
FAILING TO MAXIMIZE EFFICIENCIES

T
he federal government is not getting the most out
of its $286 billion investment in transportation.

Without a vision, goals, purpose, or means for
targeting, the U.S. approach to transportation has been to
keep throwing money at its problems. While additional
sources are important, little attention is being given to
managing the demand for revenues, how existing funds
are spent and for what purpose, or how these spending
decisions affect our metropolitan areas and ultimately the
economic, environmental, and social goals of our nation.

There are five factors in which the structure and the
implementation of the program weakens its effectiveness
overall.

a. The federal transportation program has almost
no focus on outcomes, performance, or accounta-
bility
Although the U.S. DOT outlined appropriate performance
measures as required by the Government Performance
Results Act, it cannot hold the recipients of federal high-
way funding accountable for their performance, nor is
funding linked to success.32 This undercuts the viability of
the national program.

To be sure, SAFETEA-LU outlines criteria to be “consid-
ered” in the metropolitan and statewide planning
processes—and could, if adhered to, improve the quality of
transportation planning and spending in metropolitan
areas.33 However, SAFETEA-LU’s additional funding does
not hold states accountable for their performance regard-
ing these factors. In fact, few performance standards were
imposed.

Currently, MPOs that receive federal funds are evalu-
ated every four years to determine their minimal consis-
tency with the Civil Rights Act, the environmental justice
executive order, and the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Any MPO that is not certified can lose up to 20 percent of
its federal funding, though no MPO has ever done so. State
DOTs, on the other hand, are not subject to certification by
the federal government. Statewide transportation
improvement plans are to be developed every four years
to ensure compliance with the planning factors outlined in
the law. However, there is no stated penalty for disap-
proval of the plan, nor is the failure to consider any factor
reviewable in court.

It is important to note that this is not true among all
agencies within the U.S.DOT. The National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration (NHTSA), for example, has incentive
programs and links funding to goals such as increased use
of set belts. States have responded to these federal incen-

tives and as a result, 49 states now require vehicle occu-
pants to wear them.34 In 1984 Congress gave the U.S. DOT
the authority to withhold up to 5 percent of federal high-
way funding from states that did not adopt a minimum 21-
year-old drinking age. And in 2003, the nation adopted a
blood alcohol level standard to attempt to deal with the
problem of drunk driving.35

By contrast, the states do not seek permission to build
highway projects. Once funds are appropriated, the states
can distribute them among projects as they see fit. In fact,
the U.S. code neuters the federal role and specifically says
that the appropriation of highway funds “shall in no way
infringe on the sovereign rights of the states to determine
which projects shall be federally financed.”36 The states
themselves often do not use formal benefit/cost analysis
in deciding among alternative projects and regular evalu-
ations of outcomes are typically not conducted.37

Amazingly, states do not even have to build over 5,600 of
the projects (including the 5,173 “High Priority” projects)
that are earmarked specifically in the federal law because
the states are allowed to shift the funds to any other proj-
ect in such section in the same state.38

Nor has there been any real attempt to determine the
effectiveness of the federal highway program. The 2007
analysis by the Office of Management and Budget points
out that there are “no comprehensive and independent
program evaluations currently scheduled for the federal-
aid highway program, nor have any been completed as a
routine measure.” They go on to say that it is unlikely that
such a study will be conducted.39

b. Such analytical exercises are largely impossi-
ble due to the astonishing lack of data and infor-
mation
The federal program does not sufficiently collect, use, or
analyze data and information about the transportation
system. Although it is imperative that public expenditures
are measured and defensible given increased spending
scrutiny and tighter budgets, the current state of federal
transportation data is woefully inadequate and outdated
in terms of its technological reach. The GAO argues that
“improvements in data, performance measures, and eval-
uations are needed to determine whether programs are
achieving intended results.”40 Yet credible data largely
does not exist on the conditions, operations, benefits, cost,
and performance of our transportation network. Without
solid data and information transportation decisionmaking
is often made based on ideology, rather than solid facts.
As former U.S. Deputy Transportation Secretary Mortimer
Downey described it, when it comes to transportation 
policy, “We are flying blind.”41

The federal government requires states to build and
maintain the nation’s roadway network, but it does not
require them to provide the public with accessible,
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detailed information about state investment decisions
using those funds. It is far easier for citizens to discern
where private banks and thrifts lend (thanks to the federal
Home Mortgage Disclosure Act) than to determine where
public transportation agencies spend. The tools that are
employed today for tracking federal transportation spend-
ing are archaic and out of step with today’s needs and are
unequipped to handle performance data. The FHWA infor-
mation system only tracks costs for contracts, not for proj-
ects.42 The information that is readily available, such as the
FHWA’s highway statistics series, is not complete at a gov-
ernmental level smaller than the state.

Ultimately this lack of transparency reduces the ability
of employers, workers, and citizens in general to influence
the regional transportation systems that so strongly
shape economic competitiveness, environmental quality,
and the nation’s quality of life.

c. The substantial flexibility in the program is
not accompanied by reciprocal performance or
accountability
The framers of the “flexible funding” provisions of ISTEA
intended to give planners and decision makers at the state
and local level the authority to transfer funds between a
range of programs, with the direction of the transfers
unspecified, but to be determined based on locally-defined
goals. Among other things, this freedom of financing

greatly assists in the consideration of alternative solutions
in order to achieve a more balanced transportation net-
work.43 However, by not requiring transparency in the
process of selecting projects, nor accountability for the
results in system performance, the end result of this flexi-
bility has been to weaken the purpose and design of these
programs.44

For example, up to half of the funds states receive
under the Interstate Maintenance program (a program sin-
gularly focused on fixing the existing interstate system)
and all of the funds in the National Highway System can be
transferred to the Surface Transportation Program whose
funds can be used for almost any conceivable transporta-
tion purpose. According to the GAO, states have this broad
flexibility for over half of their federal highway dollars.45 If
the federal program were outcome-oriented and perform-
ance-based this kind of flexibility would be useful to
achieving goals. But under the current system it actually
exacerbates the lack of federal oversight.

d. Guaranteeing a minimum level of funding
undercuts efforts at accountability
One of ISTEA’s legacies was to ensure that states received
a certain amount of funding based not on needs but rather
on their share of contributions to the federal highway
trust fund. This guarantee inhibits the possibility of a new
framework for accountability, tighter disclosure require-
ments, improved performance measures, and rewards for
exceptional performance.

One potential problem is the issue of a “substitution
effect” where federal funds—such as the gas tax—are
increased the states may reduce their own contributions
or shift state resources to other areas.46 It is important to
note that comprehensive analysis of the literature con-
tends that the substitution effect “is not a major con-
cern.”47 Nevertheless, the latest data shows that between
1995 and 2005 six states—Alaska, Idaho, Montana, North
Dakota, South Dakota, and Wyoming—relied most heavily
on the federal government for the revenues they used for
state-administered roads and bridges. The map following
shows that only 19 states generated more than 70 percent
of their funds from their own sources.

e. Federal policies are highly compartmentalized
and often work at cross-purposes
Failing to recognize that transportation is means to an
end, not the end itself, policies remain rigidly stovepiped
and disconnected. This is a very different approach from
how localities function and is out-of-step with metropoli-
tan innovations to connect transportation investments
with other policies such as housing, environment, and
growth and development.

Although our nation’s federal housing program (as
articulated in the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
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States can transfer federal transportation funds 
multiple ways

Source: U.S. GAO, “Restructured Federal Approach Needed for More
Focused, Performance-Based, and Sustainable Programs,” GAO-08-
400, p 22. 
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With certain restrictions, up to 50% of apportioned funds may be transferred

CMAQ funds may be transferred if a minimum threshold is met

100% of NHS funds may be transferred to the STP program if the Secretary
of Transportation approves the transfer and a sufficient public comment
period is provided
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Development’s current strategic plan) has bold goals to
increase homeownership opportunities, promote afford-
able housing, and strengthen communities, our federal
transportation policies do not directly support those goals
and arguably undermine them. Three of the four appropri-
ating and authorizing committees and subcommittees in
Congress have both the words “housing” and “transporta-
tion” in their name. Yet the reality is that those areas of
domestic policy are rarely, if ever, considered together.

For example, while federal transportation policy contin-
ues to disproportionately invest outside of the core areas
of metropolitan America, federal housing policy continues
to favor the concentration of affordable housing in central
cities. Also, by making half of the transportation funding
formula based on vehicle miles traveled, lane miles, and
fuel use, the federal government is in effect rewarding
those states and metropolitan areas that increase their
greenhouse gas emissions. This at a time when reducing
those emissions and driving down the length and fre-
quency of travel are emerging as a key national goal. And
similar to the inconsistencies with the federal housing pro-
gram, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s strate-
gic goals to clean the air and address the problem of
global climate change, promote clean and safe water, pro-
mote land preservation and restoration, and foster healthy

communities and ecosystems is not necessarily supported
by our transportation policies.

Lastly, even the modes within the federal transporta-
tion program are hampered by lack of connections and
cohesiveness. By failing to link the nation’s separate avia-
tion, rail, transit, and passenger rail networks the U.S.
remains the only industrialized country that has not taken
an integrated approach to transportation policy. We do not
even have a unified trust fund on the federal level. The
federal highway trust fund, which is the source for the sur-
face transportation program is split into a “highway
account” and a “transit account.” Because these accounts
are split in this manner, the Bush Administration’s FY
2009 budget was able to propose transferring some $3.2
billion from the transit account to fund highway programs
to cover the looming shortfall on the highway side of the
ledger.

Such rigidity not only undermines metropolitan areas
but it hampers our economic, environmental, and social
equity goals more broadly. 
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States often use federal monies for state-administered highways

Source: Brookings analysis of Federal Highway Administration, Highway Statistics, table SF-3 1995-2005.

Federal money used as 
share of total spending
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Between 30–40%
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The current system is fundamentally broken and major,
not incremental, solutions are required to implement next
generation solutions. Transportation policy is littered with
small, precious, ill-funded efforts to address everything
from metropolitan congestion, to deteriorating air quality,
to spatial mismatch, to funding concerns. We need to
throw out the 1950s-era transportation program and
replace it with one that reflects the distinctive realities of
our moment: fast-moving, hyper-competitive, super-
volatile, and metropolitan-focused. The starting point
from the Transportation for Tomorrow report is exactly
right: We need a new beginning.

This, then, is a call for substantive reform. Transporta-
tion policy and program governance currently favors par-
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VI. POLICY 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 
A TRANSPORTATION
AGENDA FOR 
A PROSPEROUS 
AMERICA

One thing is abundantly clear: If national transportation

policy is going to achieve critical national objectives (e.g., advancing compet-

itiveness, promoting sustainability, enhancing security) in an era of fiscal

constraints it is going to need to prioritize. Such a development would be the

opposite of what has occurred the past several decades, which have seen dol-

lars sent in all directions as the result of a “log-rolling” exercise based more

upon political dynamics than on national interest.
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ticular modes but is indifferent to substantive outcomes.
We propose the reverse: a single minded focus on achiev-
ing declared national priorities and indifference to the
modal means of achieving them. The nation should settle
for nothing less than evidence-based, values-driven deci-
sionmaking.

The political obstacles to such a targeted and purpose-
ful national transportation policy are more difficult than
those for particular policy tools. Yet the challenges dis-
cussed previously are not resolvable through micro initia-
tives. It will only come through systemic change in the way
we think about, design, and implement transportation poli-
cies and how we connect those policies to other aspects of
sustainable metropolitan growth: housing, land use, and
economic development. Substantial federal foresight is
essential.

This means the development of a three-pronged strat-
egy for our national transportation program. First, the fed-
eral government must lead where there are clear demands
for national uniformity or else to match the scale or geo-
graphic reach of certain problems. Yet there are other
aspects of transportation policy where metropolitan areas
should lead—where we should, in essence, “flip the pyra-
mid,” and put the federal government squarely in the serv-
ice of state and local leaders whose quintessential knack
for solving problems are driving this country forward.
Finally, the federal government needs to re-orient trans-
portation policy to remedy the mistakes of the past and
establish a coherent performance-measured and out-
come-based program for the future.

Above all, the national goal should not be a transporta-
tion goal, nor should it be to deliver transportation proj-
ects faster. Transportation is a means to an end, not the
end itself. The following recommendations are based on
that fundamental premise.

1. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD LEAD
THE NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION PROGRAM 
BY DEVELOPING A COHERENT NATIONAL
VISION AND IDENTIFYING STRATEGIC
NATIONAL INVESTMENTS

R
ather than writing blank checks with no purpose or
accountability, the federal government should take
a strategic and rigorous approach to transporta-

tion policy making. It must no longer focus solely on fund-
ing individual states or singular needs. The focus of the
federal program should be on solving problems and on
investing in infrastructure and the competitiveness and
environmental sustainability of the nation.

This new paradigm must be rooted in the empirical real-
ity of a changing nation and a globalizing economy. It must
be grounded in what we know about the relationship of

infrastructure to community building and economic pros-
perity. It must be cognizant of what other nations are
doing, particularly in the industrialized West. And it must
be respectful of the wide variance in population and eco-
nomic growth between the disparate parts of our nation.

The vision should identify strategic infrastructure
investments that are of critical importance to national
economic competitiveness. The identification of these
important federal investments should be based on the
overarching vision and the result of a collaborative
process of congressionally-appointed civic, corporate, and
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National Infrastructure Investment
Strategies

D
ue to divergent issues like failing infrastruc-
ture grades across the county and general
frustration with Washington, public officials

across the political spectrum recognize the serious
problems with our national transportation policy
framework.
■ Pennsylvania Governor Edward Rendell, along

with California Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger,
and New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg,
formed a coalition, “Building America’s Future,”
to assemble support for a renewed federal com-
mitment to infrastructure. 

■ Leveraging the centennial anniversaries of two
great national infrastructure initiatives, Oregon
Congressman Earl Blumenauer and America
2050 are calling for the creation of a broad infra-
structure investment plan for the nation that
includes key national transportation priorities
such as interstate goods and passenger move-
ment.

■ Several of our international contemporaries have
already initiated national transportation reinvest-
ment plans. Recommendations from Australia’s
National Transportation Council present a model
for creating a national transportation commission
that recognizes the need for coordination within
a republican government. Canada’s Straight
Ahead transportation plan offers a legislative
blueprint to promote market competition, empha-
size multimodal investments, and coordinate
transportation policies with interrelated objec-
tives like environmental sustainability.
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elected leaders. In this regard we concur with the
Transportation for Tomorrow report that Congress should
authorize a permanent, independent commission to iden-
tify, describe, and map specific priority projects with
Congress having the right to vote up or down on the map
without amendment. The model is the successful Base
Realignment and Closure Commission and the Postal
Regulatory Commission.1

The Strategic Transportation Investments
Commission (STIC) would develop a national priority map
that would become the basis of a multi-year federally
driven program with each specific project prioritized on a
cost-benefit basis taking into account multi-modal interac-
tions. The goal of the STIC would be to take a national per-
spective, as opposed to one based on congressional
jurisdictions, and determine which investments are truly
national in scope, scale, and return and deserve special
federal attention.

The charge of this commission is more limited than that
proposed by Transportation for Tomorrow which recom-
mended a commission to develop the nation’s vision, eval-
uate all projects, and determine the best ways to pay for
them.2 In this case, instead of focusing on all specific
investments and projects that use federal money, the STIC
would focus on three specific program areas of national
importance: the preservation and maintenance of the
interstate system, the development of a true national
intermodal freight agenda, and a comprehensive national
plan for inter-metro area passenger travel. 

a. Protect the existing asset by making the
preservation of the interstate highway system a
priority 
The 46,000 mile interstate highway system should be con-
sidered a critical federal responsibility. The maintenance
and preservation of this vital asset should be the primary
target of federal dollars.3 The federal focus on the existing
interstate system could serve as the basis for a re-ener-
gized federal program by requiring the STIC to identify
those specific places most in need of targeted federal
attention. 

At its core, this strategy entails the most essential
responsibilities such as ensuring the interstate network
meets basic safety and security standards and that pave-
ments are of acceptable ride quality. There is no reason
why the United States should not strive for broad and
ambitious safety goals. Several major industrialized coun-
tries (e.g., Sweden, Netherlands, U.K.) have made the dras-
tic reduction of transportation deaths and injuries a major
goal, for example.4 It also demands full scale deployment
of advanced (but relatively inexpensive) telecommunica-
tions technologies to operate and manage the existing
system better, respond to incidents faster, and generate
data and information. 

Replacement and upgrading of existing interstate
highway infrastructure is not insignificant, particularly in
metropolitan areas with aging freeway systems. This
money should be spent efficiently and wisely. The 2006
Conditions and Performance Report found that preserva-
tion and upgrades of the interstates would cost between
$9.3 and $12.3 billion over the 20-year period from
2005–2024. This figure includes system rehabilitation as
well as safety, telecommunications, and environmental
enhancements.5

Expanding the existing interstate network effectively
doubles these estimates. Therefore the process used to
assess the expansion of the interstate needs to be sub-
stantially improved and must be subject to rigorous cost
effectiveness hurdles that include externalities such as
potential increases in greenhouse gas emissions. The
STIC should evaluate proposals for system expansion
competitively and federal funds should be directed to
projects where there is a clear demonstration that they
will return value for money, the same it currently is for
transit projects. 

The focus of the potential expansion should be to
uncork bottlenecks to slow the growth in metropolitan
congestion. As mentioned, recent research shows that
major bottlenecks and clogged highway interchanges are
major sources of the congestion problem. The federal gov-
ernment should focus on providing support for untangling
bottlenecks of national significance as identified by the
STIC. The STIC would need to identify those bottlenecks
most appropriate for federal attention based on a com-
prehensive and competitive analysis of problem areas and
an accompanying benefit/cost analysis. In this way, the
solutions would not mean large scale reconstruction in all
cases. Instead, technological fixes, minor augmentations,
and other strategies can be used, depending on the proj-
ect. Building smart should also mean building small.

The STIC should also identify those portions of the
interstate system that, because of employment and resi-
dential decentralization, no longer serve central trans-
portation goals and are capable of being decommissioned
or downsized. In center cities and older suburbs the land
reclaimed can be leveraged for its market and redevelop-
ment potential. A transformational transportation infra-
structure effort, similar to HOPE VI, should be initiated
and targeted to economically struggling places where
interstates slice through cities such as 1-81 in Syracuse
which cuts off University Hill from downtown. The options
here are many: cities like Forth Worth have relocated a
portion of their interstate away from downtowns,
Providence turned one into a human-scaled boulevard,
others like Seattle, Phoenix, San Diego, and Hartford have
capped their downtown interstates with decks, reclaiming
the land for parks, museums, schools, and housing. The
effort should be pursued as a public-private partnership
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with all appropriate levels of government as well as land
owners, developers, and other not-for profit community
development organizations.

b. Focus on key freight hubs and trade corridors
and develop a meaningful intermodal freight
agenda 
The national economy is increasingly dependent on trade
and just-in-time deliveries and the modern logistics sys-
tems that can ensure the efficient operation of supply
chains for freight movement that are essential to prosper-
ity. The future economic success of the nation is depend-
ent on the ability to move goods through and between our
major metropolitan areas. 

However, America’s transportation hubs and corridors
are under severe stress. Increases in global trade are tax-
ing the nation’s current network of airports, seaports, rails
and roads. And while each of these modes are working
with increasing interdependence the lack of a unified
freight strategy has only exacerbated our nation’s ability
to manage and strategically invest funds. As a result
responses are uneven and although congestion is severe
in some metropolitan areas we have excess capacity in
others. It is no surprise then that several of the early calls
for a national transportation vision focus on critical
freight corridors between metropolitan areas. 

Certainly this is an area where the federal government
must lead. Although the federal role in overseeing inter-
state commerce has changed over the years fostering a
productive economy is still a key purpose of national
transportation investments. This transcends traditional
borders, decisionmaking structures, and industry clusters.
The freight transportation industry is highly decentralized
with private operators owning almost all of the trucks,
rails, and the public sector owning the roads. Given the
complexities of the industry, considerable federal leader-
ship is essential.

At the national level, strategic corridors have been
identified on a modal or earmarked basis to improve the
movement of freight. In addition, newer federal funding
mechanisms offer some promise for multimodal freight
efforts and regions have used federal funds as well as
innovative financing to advance important initiatives such
as cleaning up some ports. The federal roles in regulation,
safety, and security continue to help ensure those aspects
of the nation’s freight system.

But there is much more to do. The federal government,
in collaboration with states, metropolitan areas, the
freight-rail industry, and shippers should develop a com-
prehensive National Freight Transportation Plan as a
framework for goods movement policy and investment
that spans all modes. It should be a component of the
overall national vision—not separate from it. It should go
beyond traditional approaches and traditional measures to

take into account environmental and social impacts in
addition to economic realities. Without factoring the full
scope of impacts, the economic benefits are likely to be
overstated. 

The bottom line is that the U.S. needs a freight system
that can reach globally, be efficient and effective domesti-
cally, and be responsive to community concerns about
quality of life, safety, security, and the environment. Three
discrete, but related, strategies are recommended:

First, there is broad understanding that truck traffic
accessing and departing metropolitan area seaports is a
major source of congestion in these places. Yet without a
visible constituency group the attention to the “first mile”
connections these vehicles need is disproportionately
small. The federal government should take on the respon-
sibility of improving these intermodal connections for
efficient and reliable port access. These relatively short
connectors would link existing interstates with port termi-
nals (both air and water) to ensure the efficient movement
of goods and, in some cases, relieve the burden of this
traffic from local neighborhoods. The precise projects
would be identified and measured by the STIC and subject
to benefit/cost analysis and performance-based outcomes
that include environmental and social measurements.

These connectors should take the form of either rail
shuttles to distribution hubs or truck-only toll lanes since
they are the primary beneficiaries of the improved facility.
A recent NCHRP analysis found that this network would
require the addition of 400 lane miles of interstate (100
center line miles). They estimate the costs to be about 
$12 billion in current dollars.6 Public/private partnerships
have already been used for such projects in metropolitan
Los Angeles, Miami, and Savannah. A good place to start
is to build off the current federal effort, the Freight
Intermodal Distribution Pilot Program. The pilot is woe-
fully underfunded only at only about $5 million per year,
all of which is earmarked. 
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Next, to ensure efficient movement of goods, the STIC
must also identify freight gateways and corridors of
national significance. Prime candidates are the con-
gested ports in the largest metropolitan areas such as
Los Angeles, New York, Seattle, and Chicago.
Investments in these corridors should be a matter of fed-
eral attention. In this way it should build off of the
FHWA’s Freight Performance Measures Initiative and pri-
oritize corridors on a benefit/cost basis that would
include all modal options. As with the intermodal con-
nectors analyses should include economic metrics such a
increasing the velocity of freight movement but not be
limited to that frame. Thus major investments in super-
trade corridors would not necessarily be favored over
technological fixes, or minor augmentations. At the
same time, the federal government should be taking
steps to help America’s intermodal ports shed their rep-
utation as gross polluters. This requires not only the
maximum use of freight rail as possible, but also the
employing machinery that utilizes alternative and effi-
cient fuels. Freight planning should include specific goals
to reduce freight VMT by shifting to rail.

Finally, the federal government should encourage col-
laboration and coordination among public agencies
within these corridors and hubs of national significance
and where major multijurisdictional projects are under
consideration. Federal funding should be contingent on
proof of local and state agency collaboration, coordination
and agreement on key initiatives. Planning in these mega-
regions that cross state and MPO administrative borders
should involve all modes of transportation, including high-
way, transit, airport, rail, and port links.

c. Commit to a comprehensive national plan for
inter-metro area passenger movement
The third area where the federal government must lead is
in developing a fundamentally new and bold national plan
and strategy for inter-metropolitan area passenger travel.
In 2003, Congress missed a prime opportunity to consider
the statutes governing surface transportation policy
(highways, transit, rail, aviation) during the same session.
As a result, the United States is still the only industrialized
country in the world that has not pursued an integrated
approach to transportation policy.

This ignores both travel and political reality and perpet-
uates the inefficient and ineffective modal silos that sepa-
rate aviation from rail from highways and hampers their
ability to work together to provide convenient and reliable
options for movement between metropolitan areas and in
high-growth mega regions. The triple crises of our con-
gested highways, the outmoded aviation system, and the
inadequate passenger rail network can be better
addressed though an integrated and holistic national
approach that the federal government must lead.
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Investing in 21st Century Port
Infrastructure

M
any of the nation’s leading transportation
gateways, whether through sea or air, are
beginning to invest in their intermodal con-

nections. Using numerous mechanisms and
arrangements to meet their construction finance
needs, these localized projects operate like a verita-
ble lab for governments and other port facilities to
learn which options might work best for them.

Miami is in the process of awarding a concession
agreement to construct a tunnel between down-
town and its port. This tunnel will extend the local
interstate to the port, thereby separating port traf-
fic from congested city streets. Financially, the con-
cession agreement shifts a significant amount of
the $1.2 billion project’s risk to the concessionaire
and ensures the Florida DOT will only make pay-
ments concordant with the project’s condition and
performance.

The Alameda Corridor, a rail expressway connect-
ing the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach to
transcontinental rail yards near downtown Los
Angeles, was a partnership between the port
authorities, railroad companies, and government at
the local, state, and federal level. These two ports
are the major gateways to Asian markets, and as
such it was determined that an efficient connection
to all domestic markets via Los Angeles’ primary rail
facility was mandatory. The project cost over $2 bil-
lion and elected to use container fees to finance the
debt, which is turning out to be a deft move: the
repayment schedule is currently ten years ahead of
schedule due to unexpected cargo levels.

Another rail project is the upgrading of the
Heartland Corridor, which connects Columbus, Ohio
to Hampton Roads, Virginia. The agreement
between the FHWA, three states, and Norfolk
Southern Rail is expected to reduce truck traffic in
Virginia and reduce delivery times by up to one day
between the mid-Atlantic and the Midwest. The deal
also works in concert with an arrangement between
Norfolk Southern and the Columbus Regional
Airport Authority that constructed an intermodal
facility adjacent to Columbus’ airport. 
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The first order of business is for the federal government
to integrate inter-metropolitan area passenger travel as
part of the national vision. Since the nation is already well-
connected between metropolitan areas by both highway
and aviation infrastructure a key component of this rec-
ommendation is a re-thinking of inter-metropolitan area
passenger rail (Amtrak). The current structure is unac-
countable, financially unstable, and an institutional
monopoly. Correcting these mistakes is of paramount
importance, and all ideas should be considered, taking into
account the differences between metropolitan areas
based on distance, growth rates, and potential market
demand. Some solutions will be more applicable in certain
metropolitan areas or mega-regions than in others and
should consider sharing of freight right of way, identifying
where high speed rail is appropriate as opposed to conven-
tional rail, and integrating the nodes with higher density
land uses.

Metropolitan areas within 500 miles of one another
should be the targets for a re-invigorated rail network that
expands options, mitigates the growth in highway traffic,
and relieves congestion in crowded airports—particularly
along the coasts. A Passenger Rail Working Group (PRWG)
analysis showed that leading candidates would include
mega-regions in California, the Northeast, the Piedmont,
and the western Great Lakes.7

A strong federal/state partnership with metropolitan
area leaders and regional transit providers may make
sense in the jurisdictionally fragmented Northeast mega-
region where the rail tracks are dedicated to regional as
well as commuter rail travel. In others, including California
and Florida, where new rails and rights-of-way are needed,
public/private partnerships could be catalyzed for invest-
ments.8 In others, such as the Chicago metropolitan area,
careful consideration and planning with freight rail
providers may result in a different arrangement.

The plan should also focus on a “system of systems” 
for surface transportation by fully integrating the rail
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network into existing air and road transportation net-
works. Doing so would improve landside access to metro-
politan airports (or, “travelports”) to enable them to
flourish as hubs of regional economic activity.9

The STIC should designate these critical corridors that
are most in need of national attention. These investments
would also be subject to benefit/cost analysis and out-
come measures that go beyond traditional measures like
number of passengers or cost effectiveness and consider
energy and environment, access and social benefits, land
use and others (see discussion about performance meas-
ures). Like the rest of the transportation program federal
spending on inter-metropolitan area passenger travel—
including rail—must be subject to the Government
Performance and Results Act.

Irrespective of the specifics a national plan must recog-
nize the key role state and metropolitan partners will play
in the system of the coming decades. In this regard inter-
metropolitan area passenger rail should be eligible for the
broad flexible funding provisions that govern the rest of
the federal transportation program. If states and metro-
politan areas wish to spend federal transportation funds
on passenger rail they should be allowed to do so. States
such as California, North Carolina, and Washington are
working closely with the federal government to maintain
passenger rail service by investing in station renovations,
track upgrades and other infrastructure needs. The states
are also providing planning resources that have been
absent on the federal level.

The nation needs a functioning inter-metropolitan area
network for passenger travel. Americans should have
access to safe, reliable, and convenient choices. By not
providing these options the U.S. stands out from its global
competitors. The federal government should take the lead
role in establishing a new frame for inter-metropolitan
area travel that is flexible and responsive to the different
travel needs of the nation. Doing so will move us to a more
integrated, sustainable, and competitive future.

Bold Inter-Metropolitan Area Passenger Rail Plans

W
hen it comes to comprehensive planning for inter-metro connectivity, there is no doubt that Europe is the
current world leader. Its Trans-European Transport Network, or TEN-T, is a collection of modal networks
that are centrally coordinated to enhance connectivity between the metropolitan centers throughout

Europe. The network carries more than half of all European freight and passenger traffic, making it a significant
contributor to European economic prosperity. In 2005 TEN-T elected to expand its focus from the original four-
teen projects and corridors to thirty. These projects vary in mode and scope, but all maintain the common thread
to enhance connectivity while taking advantage of the particular characteristics of each area. TEN-T figures that
completing this work will lead to annual benefits of $12.6 billion for regional transportation alone, as well as sig-
nificant reductions in transportation-related emissions.
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2. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT SHOULD
EMPOWER STATES AND METROPOLITAN
AREAS TO GROW IN SUSTAINABLE WAYS 

T
he range of challenges as well as the profound
demographic, economic, and spatial changes
underway in the United States calls for a new fed-

eral partnership with state and metropolitan leaders,
along with local governments and the private sector, to
promote environmental sustainability and strengthen
metropolitan economies.

The late 20th century model in transportation retained
the standard federalism pyramid structure: with the fed-
eral government providing resources that rain down from
the state, to metropolitan, and ultimately the local level.
But while this structure may have been appropriate for
1956, the problem is that today it is without the meaning-
ful national purpose that the Interstates provided. The
result is that this devolution of responsibility produced
results that are so far uneven and generally disappointing.

What we need now is a new 21st century compact that
flips the pyramid and challenges our nation’s state and
metropolitan leaders to develop deep and innovative
visions to solve the most pressing transportation prob-
lems. The federal government should become a permis-
sive partner in such an effort but should hold these places
accountable for advancing this tailor-made, bottom-up
vision. Metropolitan areas should have the predictability of
funding necessary to make long-term planning possible,
and the ability to make innovative strategic decisions. We
need to go further than the federal experiment that began
in 1991 by devolving more decisionmaking power and fund-
ing to metropolitan entities.

This means moving to a tripartite division of labor: (a)
the STIC deciding major national transportation expan-
sions and investments as discussed; (b) the states retain-
ing the primary role on most decisionmaking, for
preserving and maintaining the interstates, and in small
and medium sized metropolitan; and (c) the major metro-
politan areas with a population over two million are given
more direct funding and project selection authority
through a new program we’re calling METRO (Metro-
politan EmpowermenT pROgram). 

The METRO program should be formula-driven based
on population and modeled after the Community
Development Block Grant program. The program would
consolidate several categorical programs that would
include not just the Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality
(CMAQ) and Transportation Enhancements (TE) funds
(which many states already suballocate directly to metro-
politan areas) but also the Job Access and Reverse
Commute, and Transportation and Community and System
Preservation programs as well as portions of major pro-
grams such as bridge repair.

Congress directly holds MPOs responsible for develop-
ing transportation plans and programs to help their
regions meet federal air quality standards and these enti-
ties should be given direct access to these implementation
funds. The MPO planning process offers untapped oppor-
tunities to identify environmental issues and account for
them in the process of defining project alternatives. When
the MPO has more discretionary funding for local projects,
local officials are more likely to participate in the process.
The availability of these funds not only provides financing
for vital local projects but also encourages local officials to
get involved in the transportation decisionmaking for their
region.

A realignment of responsibilities also means the federal
government needs to empower states and metropolitan
places in areas like congestion pricing, providing a range
of transportation choices, and connecting infrastructure
investments to housing and land use:

a. Embrace pricing and incentivize market mech-
anisms to allow for better management of the
metropolitan network 
The mounting transportation pressures on metropolitan
areas occur at a time of severe fiscal constraint, pervasive
frustration with congestion, and increasing opposition to
road expansion. As in Europe, this requires a firm national
commitment to make maximum use of existing road
capacity and expand transportation alternatives. The fed-
eral government must, therefore, augment efforts to use
state-of-the-art technology and communications to
encourage market responses that would make better use
of the existing system, including road pricing.

With a considerable number of successful projects,
tests, and studies in the U.S. and around the globe there is
little doubt that the greater use of market mechanisms
and pricing strategies can effectively address congestion
on major roads and highways during peak times and man-
age the enormous demand for scarce capacity. While the
ability of tolls to make a meaningful impact on overall rev-
enues is still years away the increased use of tolling will
help the nation correct the critical problem of today’s
transportation network not being priced correctly. It is
critical for the United States to understand what most
other nations already know: that the mispricing of trans-
portation has enormous consequences.

The federal government should establish a national
policy for metropolitan road pricing to assist and guide
metropolitan areas as they struggle with capacity con-
straints, climate challenges and revenue allocation. Such a
policy should lay out a bold, flexible vision that includes a
range of strategies including standard tolling, variable
pricing, high occupancy toll (HOT) lanes, cordon and area
wide schemes. The goal of the national policy would be to
permit metropolitan areas to experiment with the best mix
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of strategies for their particular area. But any project
using federal money to add additional lanes to the inter-
state highway system within metropolitan areas should be
required to be tolled with optimal electronic collection
strategies. 

A national metropolitan road pricing strategy should
also address several issues:

First the federal government should remove the
archaic restrictions on tolling the interstate system.
Metropolitan and local leaders—in conjunction with the
states—are in the best position to determine which inter-
state roadway segments are the strongest candidates for
pricing strategies. Such portions would include those
where a range of travel options exist or are planned, and
where the most intense peak-hour congestion on express-
ways is present. A broad range of tolling strategies should
be considered–not solely for revenue generation but for
congestion and demand management strategies such as
on beltways, downtown spurs and within mega regions.

Next, the federal government should follow the advice
of the NSTPRSC and promote a national standard for
electronic toll collection. With a number of toll networks
already established and more certainly on the way the fed-
eral government clearly has a role in making sure elec-
tronic toll payments by motorists do not become a burden
in interstate commerce. Electronic tolling also allows the
migration to variable pricing and other innovative strate-
gies. Since idling and delays at toll booths increase vehicle
emissions and add to overall metropolitan area traffic con-
gestion the federal government should assist metropolitan
and state transportation authorities, through guidance
and flexibility, to convert their traditional toll booths to
fully electronic lanes. A worthy goal would be to eliminate
all toll booths in the U.S. by 2015.11

Third the federal government should help metropolitan
areas address what Anthony Downs refers to as the “eco-
nomically discriminating” nature of road pricing.12 There
are several ways to do this. One would be to require that
at least a portion of the revenues generated from the tolls

on the federal interstate go into a Metropolitan Equity
Pool to fund programs to improve job access and ease the
burden on low income families. Metropolitan areas could
determine what other toll facility revenues would con-
tribute to the fund and what remediation strategies should
be considered. For example, revenues could subsidize the
costs of increased paratransit type-services or could fund
“toll credits” that low income households would receive to
occasionally drive on priced lanes.

The federal government should also incentivize a range
of market-based demand management strategies such
as commuter choice, car sharing, feebate programs, loca-
tion-efficiency, parking cash-out, and pay-as-you-drive
(PAYD) auto insurance programs. For example by pricing
auto insurance per mile driven rather than as a lump sum
per vehicle, PAYD would give drivers an incentive to
reduce vehicle miles traveled. A reduction in VMT of 8 per-
cent, which would yield $52 billion in social benefits from
reduced traffic accidents, congestion, air pollution, green-
house gas emissions, and dependence on oil. PAYD would
also reduce the cost of insurance for two-thirds of drivers,
who would save an average of $270 each, and be more
equitable since low-mileage drivers—including low-income
people and women who tend to drive fewer miles on aver-
age—currently subsidize high-mileage drivers.13

Lastly, because the movement to employ public/pri-
vate partnerships (PPPs) for transportation ostensibly—
and appropriately—involves the use of tolling strategies
for profit making, the federal government should assist
metropolitan areas and other transportation authorities
by developing meaningful guidance as part of its over-
all road pricing vision. The primary purpose would be to
enable decisionmakers on the state, local, and metropol-
itan levels to consider PPPs in a holistic context, rather
than solely through a financial lens. Thus, the intention
is not to focus on the art of the deal but, rather, on the
key policy issues that both sides need to consider, how
they are connected to larger national transportation dis-
cussions, and how they play out on the state, metropoli-
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Metropolitan Suballocation

C
alifornia, where 97 percent of employment and output is generated within metropolitan areas, is a unique
state when it comes to state and metropolitan interaction. Starting in 1998, California has suballocated all
of its CMAQ funds as well as 75 percent of the remaining program funds, including those from the STP. The

result is stark: in California’s metropolitan areas, 21 percent of the STP funds were flexed to transit from 1998 to
2002. During that same time other MPOs across the country spent 9.3 percent of all devolved STP funds on tran-
sit projects whereas only 2.5 percent of state-controlled STP funds were so allocated.10 It should be no wonder that
the state that has made the most significant commitment to tackling the challenges of climate change is also the
one that put its metropolitan areas in charge of the air quality funds.
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tan, and local level with respect to issues such as metro-
politan growth, housing, public health, and climate
change. So although it is discussed here as part of the
overall road pricing plan, the guidance should address
the broad range of potential deals such as private leases
of existing public toll roads, concession agreements
involving new toll roads, transit PPPs including partner-
ships related to the significant increase in (mostly pri-
vate) land value associated with (mostly public)
investments in rail transit infrastructure, and freight rail
and port infrastructure.

b. Level the playing field by pursuing a strategy
of modality neutrality 
Transportation policy and program governance currently
favors particular modes but is indifferent to substantive
outcomes. This is an inefficient and unrealistic approach.
The term “modality neutrality” should redefine how trans-
portation is perceived and should reinforce that it is a tool
to advance broader national goals. In other words, exam-
ining particular policy areas through the broad lens of the
policy outcomes (e.g. economy, environment, equity)
rather than that of a particular mode (e.g., highway, tran-
sit, bike/pedestrian, air). Without a doubt specific and dif-

ferent modes are critical to delivery, but that should not be
the starting point.

Yet such modal agnosticism does not mean ignoring
realities. Metropolitan areas across the country are seek-
ing innovative ways to shape future growth, provide more
choices, and at least somewhat mitigate climate changes.
Civic, corporate, and business leaders are constructing
bold new visions, engaging local governments in true met-
ropolitan decisionmaking, and leveraging private funding
for infrastructure projects. Formerly auto-centric metro-
politan areas like Los Angeles and Dallas have made trans-
formative use of new investments in key corridors.
Metropolitan Denver is embarking on arguably the most
extensive multi-modal transportation expansion this
nation has even seen.

Unfortunately most of this innovation is happening in
spite of—rather than in conjunction with—the support of
the federal government. Transit and highway systems are
treated differently by federal policy, law, and regulations.
This is not sensible policy and is completely out of step
with social, environmental, and political reality and it has
to change.

In order to empower metropolitan entities to make
good decisions about transportation investments, various
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Public-Private Partnership Units

M
any countries have begun implementing spe-
cialized units throughout various govern-
mental agencies to assist with the expanding

opportunities for public-private partnerships (PPPs).
So-called PPP Units provide divergent services based
on the needs of the department or agency, but all
share the common goal of protecting the public’s
interest by providing critical assistance regarding
PPPs.
■ Canada maintains one of the most well-funded and

expansively responsible PPP units. Formed in
2007, PPP Canada Inc. administers a $1.2 billion
fund to support and invest in PPP infrastructure
projects, in addition to providing other public units
and private firms with valuable information regard-
ing the PPP process. The unit and its fund operate
within a broader Canadian infrastructure plan,
Building Canada, which commits $32 billion over
seven years to promote a growing economy, a
cleaner environment, and more prosperous com-
munities. In addition to the federal unit, Canadian
Provinces also may maintain their own PPP units.
For example, British Columbia’s Partnerships

British Columbia, a company owned by the
Province, offers a range of functions from guid-
ance materials to contractual monitoring.

■ Ireland utilizes two separate units to split the tasks
of informing and financially supporting PPPs. The
Central PPP Policy Unit’s primary responsibilities
are to develop the framework, including legisla-
tion, to support the PPP process while also dissem-
inating best practice information. The companion
program, the National Development Finance
Agency, operates in the financial sector by apply-
ing commercial financial evaluation standards to
ensure the Exchequer maximizes the public invest-
ment returns. The Agency also oversees the pro-
curement process in the health, justice, and
education sectors. Since 2005 both units have
received votes of confidence from the central gov-
ernment by receiving expanded responsibilities.
Canada and Ireland display just two of the differ-

ent approaches to national PPP unit development;
India, the Netherlands, South Africa, and Italy are a
sampling of the other countries that employ PPP
units to facilitate their PPP process.
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transportation options must be compared holistically,
equally, and consistently based on their merits.
Metropolitan decisionmakers should be able to choose the
best set or combination of transportation strategies that
meet their views, values, and directions. Thus metropoli-
tan leaders should be able to pursue the best transporta-
tion alternatives for their communities, not the alternative
that is simply the easiest to get funded or approved.
Several reforms are needed.

For one, the federal government should require equal
treatment of proposed highway and transit projects.
Scrutiny of new transit projects is certainly warranted
given the incredibly high demand for scarce funding and
the dramatic impact such investments can have on a met-
ropolitan area when done correctly. The federal govern-
ment must prioritize transit investments in those
metropolitan areas where states and localities have made
the strongest commitment to making the maximum use of
the investment. But there is no reason why new roadway
projects using federal funds should not face the same level
of scrutiny as new rail projects.

The federal agencies should evaluate and rate candi-
date all new capacity projects (including highways) similar
to what it does now for new transit projects. It should cre-
ate a single review process for all new capacity (roads and
rails) and bring back the major investment study
requirement for corridor planning. Then, depending on
what the locally defined outcomes are (e.g., safety,
improved mobility, job access, better air quality) a range of
alternatives can be studied. Aside from considering envi-
ronmental impacts all projects must be reviewed for their
impacts on employment, operating efficiency, cost effec-
tiveness, land use policies, and level of local funding com-
mitment. By doing so a broad range of stakeholders are
engaged early in the development of alternatives. As a
result there is greater transparency, review is expedited,
and certain corridors get projects delivered quicker.

Similarly, long-range financial requirements for high-
way projects should be disclosed at program level, as
they now are for transit projects. In order to receive fed-
eral funding new transit projects must demonstrate their
ability to maintain, operate, and preserve the facility. The
federal government should ensure the long term financial
stability of their investment. What makes sense for a tran-
sit project surely also make sense for a roadway project.
The financial package should be part of a benefit/cost
analysis for all new capacity projects so the federal gov-
ernment can determine which will have return value for
the money.

Lastly, the existing highway trust fund should be con-
verted into a unified Transportation Trust Fund by doing
away with the separate highway and transit accounts as
the NSTRSPC suggested. The federal government also
must take steps to address the disparities in the federal

match ratios between highways and transit. Simply put,
the disparity between the 50 to 60 percent federal match
for transit and the 80 to 90 percent match for highways is
far too dramatic to ensure proper metropolitan and local
decisions. The issue is not that the transit share is not high
enough; rather the issue is that it distorts decision inputs
by not being equal to the highway share. The federal share
should be the same irrespective of mode.

c. Support innovation through Sustainability
Challenge Contracts that connect transportation
to housing, land use, and metropolitan growth 
Although transportation investments are widely perceived
as economic stimulants, the last several years demon-
strated that as a nation we are not using transportation to
plan for metropolitan prosperity. Household spending on
transportation is very high, energy security is a major
question, and climate change is a national concern. 

With the U.S. set to add another 120 million people by
2050 such resource pressures are likely to intensify. As a
result of this growth, Arthur C. Nelson has estimated that
the United States will require an additional 213 billion
square feet of homes, retail facilities, office buildings, and
other built space. How and where we build in the future
carries far-reaching implications for the health of our
environment, our energy security, and our economic
security and will continue to be a barrier to our metropol-
itan areas’ economic success and our ability to compete
globally. Addressing these national concerns will require
the federal government to reach across sectoral and
bureaucratic silos.

The federal government needs to assist states and met-
ropolitan areas in developing truly integrated transporta-
tion, land use, and economic development plans in order
to envision how, in what form, and what kind of infrastruc-
ture will be necessary to serve the projected growth over
the next several decades. In this regard, Sustainability
Challenge Contracts should be created to entice states
and metropolitan areas to devise a broad vision for coping
with congestion and greenhouse gas emissions across
transportation, housing, land use, economic development
and energy policies. Selected places would be provided
additional resources (on top of regular block grant alloca-
tions) as well as new powers to align disparate federal pro-
grams in support of the vision. The mechanism for these
grants could be the Climate Security Act of 2007 currently
under consideration in Congress.

Partnerships of states, metropolitan areas, localities,
and the private sector would apply for these competitive
grants that would ideally encompass a range of solutions
from all modes and would tie-in directly to an articulated
set of national transportation outcomes rather than sim-
ply extrapolating from past trends. Examples include
household savings, accessibility/choices, climate goals,
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least cost infrastructure and others discussed above. The
federal government should fund most of the development
of these plans (e.g., at an 80/20 split) in exchange for
which official action should be taken by state legislatures
and/or MPOs for official endorsement.

MPOs in those places that put these plans in place
should receive federal funding (and technical assistance)
to prepare regional housing strategies that complement
the regional transportation plans already mandated 
by federal law. The metropolitan transportation 
plans required by SAFETEA-LU should be explicitly coordi-
nated with U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development’s (HUD) requirements for Consolidated
Housing Plans, and both should be based on end-user, full
cost of living impacts on the costs for shelter and trans-
portation.

This requirement would begin the process of linking
regional housing and transportation and could encourage
some metropolitan regions to begin addressing regula-
tory barriers and other rental housing supply constraints.
To support MPOs in this expanded mandate, the federal
government should provide funding to enable hiring of
qualified housing staff, as well as technical assistance.
MPOs are a logical choice for the development of regional
housing strategies, given that they are generally gov-
erned by elected representatives of city and county gov-
ernments, have been responsible for metropolitan
transportation decisionmaking since the early 1990s, and
increasingly are staffed with professionals with planning
expertise.

Over time, these regional housing strategies should
ensure that all communities in a metropolitan area, includ-
ing the prosperous ones, participate in the production of
housing for families with a broad range of incomes. Within
this new regional planning framework, cities and urban
counties would continue to receive funds under the HOME
Investment Partnerships and Community Development
Block Grant programs, but would be required to implement
housing programs in ways that further and are consistent
with regional housing strategies. MPOs would have the
authority to certify compliance, and cities and counties
that were found in non-compliance with these metropoli-
tan strategies would be given a designated period of time
to correct the identified deficiencies. Failing that, the juris-
dictions would no longer be eligible to receive either fed-
eral housing production funds or federal transportation
resources.

Relatedly, the federal government has a special chance
to leverage the billions that have already been invested in
rail and other fixed-transit projects. Congress should
direct the U.S. DOT to work with HUD on a special intera-
gency effort to assist metropolitan areas to realize the
real estate potential of transit stations and then figure out
a way to capture that value. This public/private initiative
could involve a range of activities (such as research, tech-
nical assistance, and joint agency planning) and could pro-
vide a helpful forum for metropolitan officials, transit
operators, private sector developers, financial institutions,
and secondary mortgage market entities. The U.S. DOT
should initiate a Smart Transportation Partnership
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Scenario Planning

A
major challenge facing many metropolitan
areas is how to develop ways to define
growth, instead of being defined by it. 

■ In 2002, the Sacramento region initiated its
Blueprint project to devise alternatives to current
transportation investment priorities and land use
patterns in order to increase travel options,
shorten commutes, improve air quality, and pro-
vide for housing choices that more closely align
with the needs of an aging population. This broad
vision—the result of scenario planning with local
officials and the general public—is intended to
guide land-use and transportation choices over the
next 50 years. The preferred land use scenario is
expected to result in 33 percent less water con-
sumption, 26 percent less vehicle travel per new

household, and a 7 percent reduction in travel time
spent in heavy congestion when compared to exist-
ing land-use patterns.

■ Envision Utah is a public-private partnership that
promotes sustainable growth in Utah’s Greater
Wasatch Area through their Quality Growth
Strategy. The strategy is a collection of six inter-
connected goals, including the promotion of trans-
portation choices alongside the provision of
housing choices at all income levels, and 32 strate-
gies to meet these goals. One of the primary tools
to inform those goals and strategies was the appli-
cation of a scenario plan, which extrapolated past
development trends to uncover what the region
would look like if growth went unchecked.
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headed by the most progressive developers, federal offi-
cials, and private sector financiers.

To take full advantage of development opportunities
around transit stops the federal government must over-
haul the cost-effectiveness index that determines which
metropolitan projects receive New Starts funding for rail
projects. It needs to move well beyond the overly simplis-
tic calculation of the ratio of capital and operating costs
divided by time saved. The ability for the right kind of
investments to stimulate efficient high-density transit-ori-
ented development and the environmental and agglomer-
ation benefits that accrue should be sufficiently weighted.

Beyond transportation, the federal government should
remove the prohibition for dense concentrations of afford-
able units if they are within close proximity to transit sta-
tions. Indeed, such location-efficient clustering of
affordable units should be encouraged. 

3. OPTIMIZE WASHINGTON’S OWN PERFORM-
ANCE AND THAT OF ITS PARTNERS WITH A
GREATER FOCUS ON OUTCOMES, ACCOUNTA-
BILITY, AND TRANSPARENCY TO MAXIMIZE
METROPOLITAN PROSPERITY

L
ost in the dominant discussion about how much
money we are spending on the federal transporta-
tion program is the question about how we can

spend that money better. To be sure, federal investments
in transportation are substantial; yet there is broad
agreement that this level of investment is not enough.
Why not? Prior to the discussion about how much money
to spend, we need a frank and rigorous debate about how
to spend that money better.

Simply put, we cannot afford a free-rider program any
longer. The prioritization of transportation policy and
spending means the federal program should focus on
those places where positive returns are certain.

Therefore, the first order of business is to re-orient
transportation policy so the federal government and its
state and metropolitan partners are purposeful, account-
able, and outcome-based. In order to rebuild the public
trust, the rationale for the federal program should be
abundantly clear to the American people to which a tangi-
ble set of outcomes must be explicitly tied. The recipients
of federal dollars should then be held accountable for
meeting these goals. 

This is not a new idea and is one that was embraced by
the NSTPRSC in their call to “begin anew.” The regular and
predictable pushback from the states and metropolitan
areas is the oft-cited complaint that the nation is too
broad and diverse for national standards. No doubt this is
an important consideration. Yet this is not a call for rigid,
uniform rules but for an intentional, evidence-based 

program structured around broad national goals. It should
be up to the federal transportation partners on the state
and metropolitan level to demonstrate how they will meet
or exceed those goals.

As mentioned, there is substantial federal precedent for
such a national accountability framework in education and
welfare, for example. Why recipients of federal transporta-
tion dollars should be exempt from such stewardship has
yet to be fully explained. The transportation system of
governance and finance shares similarities with many
other areas of domestic policy—and should operate under
similar accountability.

Recognizing the political hurdles in linking funding to
outcomes, performance, and accountability, states should
be allowed to opt-out of the revamped federal transporta-
tion program. Those states would be free from most fed-
eral regulations but would also forgo their allocation of
transportation trust fund revenues. They would still be
required, however, to maintain and preserve their portion
of the interstate highway system through whatever means
they deem appropriate but failure to do so would jeopard-
ize their opt-out status.14

However, there is no doubt that as large, bureaucratic
agencies that state DOTs should strive to improve their
internal management and operations in order to improve
project delivery, reduce cost overruns, and keep the exist-
ing system in state of good repair. These are basic ele-
ments of a functioning system. However, one thing is
certain: broad based outcomes must be part of the conver-
sation and they must begin to move away from transporta-
tion-for-transportation’s-sake notions and toward
investments that deliver an America that is more econom-
ically competitive and productive, improves the environ-
ment, and provides greater mobility and access to
opportunity. These three categories clearly overlap and
there are many options here:

To serve the nation’s economy, congestion costs
should be reduced for both providers and users as well as
passengers and increasing the velocity of freight at inter-
national gateways and internal hubs. Agglomerations of
economic activity, especially around labor markets, should
be enhanced at the same time that new markets are built
such as around alternative fuels and new technology.
There is also a basic imperative to make the transporta-
tion safe and secure for all travelers. Reducing transporta-
tion-related deaths and injuries by making the system safe
and secure is paramount. In this way, certain transporta-
tion investments could also reduce the nation’s massive
health care costs which would have a positive impact on
the economy.

To improve the environment, several states as well as
the federal government have already articulated a desire
to reduce transportation-related mobile source emissions
in order to confirm with the transportation provisions of
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the Clean Air Act. We should go further and in addition to
a net reduction in carbon dioxide emissions a reduced
dependence on foreign oil is also critical (which is a clear
benefit to the national economy). To that end, the federal
program should support all three legs of the stool—vehicle
efficiency, fuels standards and alternatives, as well as
demand reduction strategies promoting efficient develop-
ment patterns, telecommuting, and increasing travel
options for people and goods.

To provide greater mobility and access to opportu-
nity the range of transportation choices must be
expanded. This must be done in such a way that increases
travel reliability and affords better access to a range of
employment, services, educational, and recreational
opportunities. Such improvements would address another
key outcome: saving taxpayers’ money and reducing the
share of household budgets dedicated to transportation.
Certain groups could be explicitly targeted such as low
income households or the elderly.

Once there are clear goals and objectives the federal
program needs to augment and enforce new accountabil-
ity and performance standards, dramatically improve data
collection, information, and transparency, and reorganize
the U.S. DOT to optimize its performance. 
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M
etropolitan Chicago, one of America’s most
vibrant economies, maintains a unique duel
role when it comes to transportation policy.

Serving both the nation and the region as a freight
and passenger transportation hub, Chicago’s officials
must ensure its external transportation network is
operating efficiently. At the same time, Chicago’s
intrametropolitan transportation network must serve
its diverse economy. These two major responsibilities
place significant emphasis on sound decisionmaking
by the area’s Regional Transportation Authority. The
RTA serves the six counties of Illinois-based metro-
politan Chicago and oversees the primary budget and
financing of three local service boards: the Chicago
Transit Authority, Metra commuter rail, and Pace sub-
urban bus services.

In recognition of RTA’s dual responsibilities and
modal breadth, the Illinois Legislature in January
2008 amended RTA’s authorizing legislature in an
effort to enhance metropolitan coordination and effi-

ciency. The primary vehicle to achieve these ends
was the establishment of a Strategic Plan. First, the
RTA must identify goals and objectives, and then
measure the progress towards achieving them. The
Plan also must contain strict criteria for capital proj-
ect selection. These criteria will ensure the RTA’s
Capital Program is filled with projects that conform
to RTA’s metropolitan objectives and have a reason-
able chance of being funded. Finally, the RTA must
work with Chicago’s Metropolitan Agency for
Planning in creating the Strategic Plan, thereby
establishing metro-wide coordination with other pub-
lic objectives.

By reforming the RTA with the goals of coordina-
tion, efficiency, and transparency in mind, Chicago is
ensuring it has the institutional framework to meet
the area’s transportation demands. Just as impor-
tantly, Chicago’s method to address its diverse
responsibilities can serve as a model to other public
transportation agencies looking to reform.

Reforms for Coordination, Efficiency and Transparency
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a. Augment existing accountability efforts and
reward performance 
Unfortunately, today the states and MPOs are not
equipped to deliver an outcome-driven structure for trans-
portation. No doubt, in recent years several states have
developed certain measures to monitor their performance
on transportation-related outcomes. Yet they need to go
beyond the traditional measures and reorient their plan-
ning and programming processes to clearly demonstrate
how they will meet the broad set of national outcomes. In
this way, the federal government can foster a climate of
shared responsibility with its partners on the state and
metropolitan level.

Given the wide variation among federal transportation
grantees around the nation, broad flexibility should be
afforded to states and MPOs to deliver on the outcomes
consistent with their particular circumstances. Yet this
should not neuter the federal role as is done now with the
planning factors by prohibiting courts from reviewing
grantees’ progress toward considering these goals.
Indeed, the U.S. DOT should assess state and metropoli-
tan transportation plans to ensure they are consistent
with the goals and purpose articulated in the federal pro-
gram as a condition for them to continue to receive fed-
eral funding.

While no simple analytical tool can provide all the
answers, in this era of fiscal austerity the federal govern-
ment should also take steps to ensure grantees apply rig-
orous benefit/cost analyses to any project that uses
federal funds. In this way there can be some assurances
that high returns are being generated and that smaller
scale investments are properly evaluated. Yet in order for
such analyses to be truly useful in making investment
decisions, they need to be tightly coordinated with the full
range of decisions that local, state, and metropolitan offi-
cials make. For one land use measures should be improved
and incorporated into any economic analysis. They should
also examine the distribution of the benefits and costs of
investments across social and income groups, as well as
geographic areas. Finally, these newfangled analyses need
to understand the rapidly changing travel patterns and
characteristics of people and goods.

Congress should then allow the U.S. DOT to maintain an
incentive pool to reward states and metropolitan areas
that consistently perform at an exceptional level. This
includes those places that take full advantage of merit-
based decisionmaking utilizing relevant empirical evi-
dence resulting in projects that generate very high returns
even after accounting for the full range of environmental,
social, and geographic impacts. The department should
also give high performers relief from regulatory and
administrative requirements in order to accelerate project
delivery where appropriate. By the same token, the federal
DOT should consider possible intervention strategies for

consistent low performers. (In designating high and low
performers, DOT should take into account the difficult
challenges facing state agencies and MPOs in large and
multi-state metropolitan areas).

Another idea would be to reorient the discussion to
reward states and metropolitan areas that can demon-
strate how they are achieving national priority goals such
as GHG and oil consumption reduction. One way to
approach this is to overhaul existing out-of-date fund-
ing formulas so federal funds are not distributed based
on factors that potentially increase greenhouse gas emis-
sions, overly simplistic equity provisions, or on the basis
of earmarking. Serious consideration should be given as
to whether VMT and gasoline consumption make sense at
all as a basis for apportionments. By the same token,
bonus allocations should be considered for those states
and metropolitan areas that reduce their VMT and gaso-
line consumption through demand management tech-
niques and strategies.

Recognizing that state DOT certification is non-existent
and MPO certification is process-driven and weak, a new
framework that emphasizes performance is necessary.
Every three years the federal government should assess
how well its transportation partners on the state and met-
ropolitan level are meeting federal laws and regulations,
and what progress they are making to meting the articu-
lated national goals. The accreditation of these agencies
should be based on meeting these accountability stan-
dards in order to make it a meaningful process and direct
loss of federal funds should be a genuine consequence.

b. Build a world-class data and information sys-
tem (“TranStat”) and make it transparent and
accessible 
In order to commit to an evidence-based program, a major
overhaul is needed in how the federal government col-
lects, assembles, and provides data and information. That
is a key—and relatively inexpensive—reform to improve the
system as a whole, support metropolitan areas, and to
regain the credibility of the public. We desperately need a
sunshine law for transportation data to better inform
decisionmaking at the state and metropolitan levels.

But what’s more difficult to ascertain about federal
transportation funding is how much different spending
decisions could be if policymakers had better information
on which to base funding priorities. The current lack of
transportation information reduces the ability of policy-
makers, employers, workers, and citizens in general to
influence the metropolitan transportation systems that
so strongly shape economic competitiveness, develop-
ment trends, environmental quality, and the nation’s qual-
ity of life. 

Bold changes to transportation data programs can
improve policymakers’ understanding of the challenges
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that lie ahead and the changes that are needed. The fol-
lowing should be pursued: 

Establish a new federal framework to ensure the trans-
parency and accessibility of data and information. State
and metropolitan entities should, at a minimum, disclose
their spending patterns by political jurisdiction and origins
of the revenue used, especially federal dollars, so that the
public can better evaluate the spatial equity of transporta-
tion spending in accordance with broad goals and per-
formance measures. To the greatest extent practicable,
disclosures should take advantage of recent advances in
geographic information systems and provide citizens with
easy-to-read state and metropolitan and regional maps
that chart and chronicle core investments.

Utilize all funding strategies for transportation data
programs. One option for policymakers is to establish
takedowns of federal gas tax funds that are distributed to
states. Taxing the flow of selected federal funds at a frac-
tion of one percent could help solidify transportation data
collection priorities such as the National Household Travel
Survey (NHTS), which offers substantial benefits to users
at all levels. Although an expansion of the takedown pro-
gram would result in slightly less funding for states and
regions, those areas would benefit by having regularly
funded data programs that increase their understanding
of the transportation system and allow them to allocate
their own funds more efficiently. 

Improve metropolitan-area data on mobility and
transportation accessibility. Currently, much of the federal
transportation data is designed to meet either bureau-
cratic requirements or narrow highway engineering and
safety specifications. These data are ill-suited for use by
planners, citizens, or policymakers. While meeting bureau-
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Data Availability

T
he Virginia DOT Dashboard system is the transportation segment of the statewide Virginia Performs pro-
gram. The overarching goal of the system is to ensure that each state agency and department is held
accountable for its performance. The Dashboard system operates as a straightforward clearinghouse for

transportation data, enabling citizens and transportation officials to stay familiar with performance at the local
and statewide levels. The especially salient data piece is the release of complete financial data alongside a three-
level rating system for project progress. This pressure is confirmed by the numbers; Governing magazine reports
that after the system was implemented the Virginia DOT’s percentage of projects delivered on time increased from
27 percent in FY 2003 to 87 percent in FY 2008.

Washington is another state that emphasizes data availability to support performance accountability. Anchored
by the Government Management, Accountability, and Performance (GMAP) program, Washington DOT meets
monthly to discuss agency performance and publishes extensive data every quarter through the Grey Book. The
Grey Book data utilizes a rolling cycle to publish certain data ranging from statewide to project specific. In turn,
this data is then utilized at GMAP meetings to make crucial management decisions regarding the state’s finite
resources. 
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cratic expectations should be a primary concern to keep
data programs funded, a fundamental change in mindset
also is needed. Data collection should be designed from
the beginning to provide more basic, useful information on
mobility and accessibility in metropolitan areas. Technical
tools and models should be sophisticated and sensitive
enough to respond to changes in land use projections.

The Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS) has gone
years without serious institutional investment. A primary
goal of any invigorated transportation data effort should
be to strengthen this agency that has a mandate to pro-
vide data to policymakers. A stronger BTS would frame the
debate as policymakers decide how to spend scarce funds
on specific projects and programs and improve the patch-
work of transportation data programs. Travel and freight
surveys should be revised to improve data for long-dis-
tance travel and the nation’s private truck fleet. In addi-
tion, the frequencies of personal travel and freight
shipment data should be increased. Policymakers require
better than 5- to 7-year-old data in a world of just-in-time
goods delivery and increasing personal travel. 

Finally, the nation needs independent analysis to
answer hard and tough questions on transportation and
competitiveness. A greater commitment needs to be made
in order to develop a network of independent and objec-
tive researchers who can help communities grapple with
the serious transportation challenges they face in the new
century. Evaluations are needed of the benefits and draw-
backs of existing programs and policies, replicable innova-
tions, the relation between housing, transportation and
other areas of domestic policy, and the development of
next generation financing, location and other mecha-
nisms. For example, Congress could specifically direct the
GAO to analyze the potential costs savings associated with
linking transportation and housing programs in ways that
promote more environmentally sensitive, energy efficient
and health-enhancing growth patterns. At minimum the
federal government should produce a compendium of the
work of the Council of University Transportation Centers
(CUTC). The federal government spends $100 million each
year that is almost totally unaccounted for.

The bottom line is that the federal government can
take a lead role in at least providing data, information,
and analysis to empower its partners on the state and
metropolitan level to make better decisions and judge
performance.

c. Organize for success and reorient the mission
and purpose of the transportation program 
Bold reforms toward empirical analysis in decisionmaking
by examining a range of impacts will require substantial
reorientation of the mission of transportation related
agencies, officials and personnel. A new cadre of broad-
minded transportation professionals needs to be nurtured
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and sustained to move many of these agencies far beyond
mere compliance with the minimum requirements of the
law. A detailed evaluation of the current federal metropol-
itan capacity-building program as well as the review of
statewide transportation improvement plans is needed to
determine whether how well they are working, and
whether they are achieving new and modern strategic
management and human capital goals.

But the federal government should also review and
improve professional development at the metropolitan
level, with particular attention to knowledge of the new
national priorities, techniques to promote efficient devel-
opment patterns, application of new and emerging trans-
portation technologies, comparative experience,
especially in the spatial context of more transportation
decisions (city, inter-city, rural etc.). Many MPOs have
already become a regional “go to” place for technical plan-
ning information and capability. This could bring greater
legitimacy to MPO operations and interests. This support
could come in the form of increased staff financial sup-
port, support to develop analytical technologies and sup-
port for university research.

For its part, the recommendations of the NSTPRSC to
combine the department’s 108 separate surface trans-
portation programs into ten should be given serious con-
sideration. To accomplish this it would be necessary to
reorganize the U.S. DOT to reflect a functional—rather
than modal—set of purposes. 

A new office should be created within the U.S. DOT
along with a Deputy Secretary for National Priorities
Implementation with responsibility for overseeing and
monitoring performance in furthering the national priori-
ties. This would also serve as the direct liaison between
the STIC and the administration.

Moreover, the U.S. DOT needs to better integrate its
own agencies’ relationships with its partners and should
strengthen the effort to achieve cross-site learning at the
subnational level through evaluation of results, bench-
marking of performance, and wide dissemination of

Functional Reorganization

T
he British Ministry for Transport is structured
away from modal schemes (transit, highways,
maritime, etc.) and instead reflects functional

schemes such as City, Regional, National, and
International Networks. These functional schemes
also sit together on a Department Board, ensuring
that each function has a voice in the establishment
of national strategy and policy.
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emerging “best practices.” To facilitate this, a special
research program should be created at the national level
to identify and evaluate innovative approaches to metro-
politan transportation challenges. An office for Climate
Change and Land Use Policy innovation could be estab-
lished within the U.S. DOT to study innovative climate,
energy security, and land use initiatives.

Finally, in order to make progress toward these account-
ability and performance goals it will be necessary to re-ori-
ent the mission of state and metropolitan transportation
agencies in order to understand and respond to the
diverse and complex transportation challenges of our
nation. We need a new pool of transportation practitioners
that are expert in a broad range of disciplines, including
law, business, economics, finance, social equity, land use,
and planning. The U.S. should work closely with the
nation’s universities to expose students in relevant disci-
plines to transportation issues and concerns. Such 
a “teach transportation” effort could ultimately attract
a cadre of smart and able students to the profession.
Congress should dedicate sufficient resources—say 
$50 million annually—to this critical area.

4. FUNDING FOR THE FEDERAL PROGRAM—
BOTH FUNDING LEVELS AND SOURCES—
SHOULD ONLY BE CONSIDERED AFTER THE
REFORM IDEAS ARE PUT IN PLACE 

J
ust as transportation is not an end in and of itself –
neither is increasing funding the primary solution
to the transportation problems. However, because

of the short term conundrum of the federal government
obligating more federal money for transportation than it
has to spend and the disdain for the annual rescissions,
many are calling for the next Congress and the new
President to increase the federal gas tax. This puts the
cart before the horse.

Simply put: we should not continue to pour more money
into a dysfunctional system before serious attempts at sig-
nificant policy reform. In other words, the federal trans-
portation program is not just broke; it is broken.

The funding debate needs to shift from spending more
and more taxpayer dollars on the same product to where,
what, and how to spend that money better. So in addition
to just focusing on increasing revenues for the existing
program the nation deserves a real conversation about
curbing the demand for transportation spending.

It is impossible to start with a funding solution or what
the optimal level of investment should be when there is no
agreement about what the federal role should be, what
problems we are trying to solve, or what questions we are
trying to answer. Indeed, although the NSTPRSC did call
clearly and specifically for an increase in the fuel tax, they

also maintained that adding revenues to the program in its
current form would “not be acceptable.” We concur.

Given the track record of the program in recent years
such systemic reform may seem difficult to achieve.
However, it has been argued that during their times as
transportation visionaries, President Dwight Eisenhower
and Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan did not so much
have an inspiration for transportation as they had a rev-
enue stream. Indeed, history has shown that each new
wave of transportation policy carried with it a major
restructuring in how the system is planned and financed.
Looking at it another way: no major federal transportation
reform has ever occurred without a major increase in rev-
enues.15 This should be another one of those times. 

We need a clear articulation of the goals and objectives
of the federal program, and the desired outcomes. The
program should then be structured to get to those out-
comes. There then should be a frank and vigorous conver-
sation about the revenues currently available and whether
or not additional funding is necessary. At that time, all
options toward re-invigorating transportation funding
should be on the table to meet the transportation chal-
lenges of the future while also ensuring financial revenues
will be available. We recommend that the federal govern-
ment reinvigorate its transportation funding structures
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based on the three-pronged strategy to lead, empower,
and maximize performance.

FIRST, to fund the projects of national significance
identified by the STIC the federal government should
act as a guarantor of debt and create a National
Infrastructure Corporation. The concept of a National
Infrastructure Corporation (NIC)—a concept that has
gained traction in this year’s presidential race. The corpo-
ration would sell bonds to private investors who would
take this interest income in the form of credits against fed-
eral income tax liability. The NIC would be the window
through which states and groups of states and localities
would request financing or grants for a range of infra-
structure projects from road and rails to ports and pipes.

Such an entity could, over time, replace the existing
dedicated highway and possibly aviation trust funds, as
well as address the new visions for America’s transporta-
tion system that were never considered fifty years ago. In
addition to addressing the financing issue, the NIC also
helps prioritize projects that are critical to the nation’s
competitiveness.

The NIC could be similar to—or spun off of—the existing
Federal Home Loan Bank.16 The long-term bonds issued by
the European Investment Bank for the European Union
represents another potential model. However whereas the
European bank is capitalized by funds from its member
countries, initial funding for a U.S. model should come
from a dedicated stream of existing transportation trust
fund revenues. This stream could be a portion of the $3
billion that currently supports the so-called High Priority
Projects. This initial capitalization could leverage several
times that amount in infrastructure investments.

The funding for most infrastructure, including trans-
portation, is considered yearly discretionary spending.
This system is completely absent of capital budgeting prin-
ciples, meaning the federal government does not utilize
amortization or depreciation of assets nor is there a sepa-
rate federal system for financing maintenance.
Additionally, there is currently no central office with the
Executive Office of the President to coordinate or oversee

government-wide infrastructure investments.17 Overall,
assessing successful projects within the Executive Branch
is a disjointed affair at best.

Reorienting our funding, the argument goes, promotes
a national perspective free from politics which facilitates
the internalization of all benefits and costs associated with
capital expenditures. Capital spending tends to have distri-
butional effects and enhances the chance for poorer citi-
zens to receive equitable public infrastructure resources.
Programs could also receive a scoring bonus if they work
with other agencies’ programs to break down departmen-
tal silos. Thus, establishing a new funding system will pres-
ent new opportunities to cross promote the interests of
multiple agencies. Also since transportation and infra-
structure, writ large, is a series of networks building one
piece adds value to all other network pieces. For example,
a new road enhances adjoining roads’ values.18 A new sys-
tem could help produce more new pieces, thereby provid-
ing new value to those infrastructure pieces already
constructed.

To paraphrase the 1999 Report of the President’s
Commission to Study Capital Budgeting: there are critical
components of the current process that should be consid-
ered first. They include setting priorities, reporting and
evaluating decisions, and providing appropriate informa-
tion in order to 1) spend money better and 2) be held
accountable for those decisions.19 This idea would need to
be polished to ensure it does not serve to simply obviate
the broader discussions of reform, prioritization, and rais-
ing taxes in the context of the existing program. But if
nothing else, this is an important idea that needs to be
amplified and aired in the halls of transportation power
and research.

SECOND, to empower states and metropolitan areas
to grow in sustainable ways the federal fuel tax should
be raised and the outdated formulas that apportion
funds largely based on consumption rather than con-
servation should be overhauled.

The federal gas tax will and should continue to provide
the lion’s share of revenue for the federal program for the
foreseeable future. It is easy to administer and it closely
integrated with the gas tax leveled at the state level. It
also has the ability to affect consumers’ preferences and
behavior in some cases. At the same time, a sharp
increase in the tax on fossil fuels could prove to be a way
to address the problem of climate change and the
dependence on foreign energy sources, another key
national priority.

It is not without its detractors, though. The gas tax is
commonly considered to be inherently regressive, burden-
ing lower income households disproportionately. Further,
with the slowing down of vehicular miles traveled, and
increasing fuel economy of the vehicle fleet, coupled with
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public disdain for gas tax increases, these converging
influences will affect anticipated gas tax revenues and, by
extension, transportation expenditures, unless changes in
tax policy and transportation spending occur at the fed-
eral and state levels.

At minimum, the fuel tax should be indexed to a rea-
sonable measure of inflation in order to rationalize the
process of increasing the tax rate and allow revenues to
keep pace with rising costs. But a nominal increase beyond
inflation should be strongly considered. Relatedly, the
loophole that allows SUV’s and light trucks to be exempt
from the federal gas guzzler tax should be eliminated. 

At the same time, the federal government could reward
states that increase their funding or index tax rates to
inflation. States, for their part, should pursue a financial
policy of “modality neutrality” and remove the restrictions
on their gas tax that allows spending on roads only as a
condition to receive federal trust fund revenues. In this
way, states would undoubtedly make better use of federal
funds by increasing their ability to meet federal matching
requirements. Currently, states are unable to take advan-
tage of these federal initiatives because they are often
unable to come up with their share of the match.

Yet the nation should not be tethered long term to the
fuel tax for transportation revenues. Other sources have
the ability to not just raise revenues but—more impor-
tantly—better manage demand on the system and use the
existing network better. For example, a carbon tax is a
good idea as an environmentally-motivated tax that could
potentially generate revenues for a range of transporta-
tion choices such as transit.

THIRD, to optimize Washington’s performance and
that of its grantees, the federal government should also
provide strong incentives for
the adoption of market mecha-
nisms like congestion pricing
that allow for better manage-
ment of metropolitan road net-
works, as well as the expansion
of a range of user fees.

The increased use of tolling is
critically important in order to
use the existing system more efficiently and to better align
charges with the costs imposed by users. But tolling can
also serve as a key supplement to revenue generation. Toll
receipts still make up a very small portion of the total rev-
enue sources used for highways, yet since 2001 the total
amount raised from tolls has increased at a faster rate
than any other source apart from borrowing. Far reaching
tolling strategies such as nationwide congestion pricing

for all major roadways in large metropolitan areas could
serve to reduce VMT and congestion and provide a net
benefit of $113 billion over a 20 year period, in 2004 dol-
lars.20 Such a proposal is on the far end of the spectrum
yet it does compellingly demonstrate the ability of tolling
strategies to raise significant revenues and supplement
the existing fuel tax.

Heavy truck fees and transit user’s ticket taxes
make sense in the spirit of allocating costs directly to
users. A mileage fee (or VMT tax) is a long term idea given
the technological challenges. It would use satellite track-
ing devices to record how far and when motorists drive
and would assess a fee based on those travel habits.
Benefits include better allocation of revenues (based on
the roads used), better allocation of costs (vehicles dam-
aging to infrastructure such as heavy trucks could be
assessed a greater fee), and better allocation of resources
(higher fees could be charged based on time of day and
congestion levels). Sources to raise revenues related to
Intermodal port and freight include container fees, waybill
fees, and customs duties.21

All of these mode–neutral sources are important and
have merit and should be discussed as part of a larger con-
versation about national transportation reform. Yet the
overall message is that these ideas about finance and rev-
enue sources should not be motivated by the desire to
avoid the necessary task of a more comprehensive and
inclusive discussion about transportation—a discussion that
includes accountability, overall intent, and connection to
broader goals of economic growth and personal mobility.
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ensuring financial revenues will be available.
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Right now, federal transportation decisionmaking is
misaligned with the geographic realities of travel patterns,
goods movements, commute trips, and everyday errands.
It is an antiquated, anachronistic, and ultimately wasteful
approach to transportation policy. As such it functions
mainly as a Rube Goldbergian revenue generation and dis-
tribution system for the gas tax it collects.

In an era of declining revenues, of continued trans-
portation problems, and a fiercely competitive global eco-
nomic environment, American transportation policy
should be about more than just dividing the spoils. All
states should not be robotically guaranteed a certain level
of funding based on who buys gasoline within their bor-
ders. The nation does not operate in this fashion with
social security, education, or homeland security spending
and it should no longer do so for transportation.

Reform of the federal transportation program must tar-
get those regions most critical to ensuring national suc-
cess: its largest metropolitan areas. Federal policy must
place a greater emphasis on policies
that allow robust, inclusive, and
resource-efficient growth to flourish
in these places. This will position
America to compete for high quality
jobs in the global marketplace and
serve as the linchpin of a new, uni-
fied, competitive and compelling
vision for transportation in the U.S. 

By focusing reforms on three major policy areas—fed-
eral leadership, empowerment of metropolitan areas, and
optimization of other extent programs—federal transporta-
tion policy can move from the outdated, outmoded struc-
ture that exists today to something that actually works for
the nation and metropolitan America. Emphasizing better
spending and accountability would enable policy makers
to regain credibility and open the door to proposals for

increased funding. Developing a coherent national pur-
pose and targeting spending would help establish trans-
portation as a true national priority program that focuses
on congested areas, gateways and corridors, and freight
hubs. Unleashing market dynamics would address finance,
demand, and operational efficiencies and enable impor-
tant ideas like congestion pricing to thrive.

These are important reforms that can go a long way to
providing a metropolitan framework for the nation’s trans-
portation program. No doubt, even these modest reforms
will not come easily to the transportation sector. The defi-
ciencies in transportation policies and practices are
deeply rooted—in constituency and money politics, in state
governance, and in the history of metropolitan develop-
ment. Yet change must come if our nation is going to
invest transportation resources in a way that ensures
vitality and competitiveness for the U.S. economy, our
cities, and our families.

VII. CONCLUSION

During this time of economic uncertainty, environ-

mental anxiety, and household stress the nation must maximize the returns

from its largest discretionary domestic program—transportation.
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Reform of the federal transportation program must target

those regions most critical to ensuring national success: 

its largest metropolitan areas. 
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